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PREFACE 
No public position, at least a local one, is more important than that 
of school board member, for what the citizens of the next generation will 
be the schools of today will largely determine. 
Within the broad limits of available resources, the level of school 
service in each community faithfully registers the caliber of its school 
board; consequently any connn.unity is doomed to disappointment if it hopes 
to have good schools without taking the trouble to select and put into 
office representative and capable school board memberso 
Hope for the extension, improvement, and lasting success of democracy 
rests heav:tly upon free public education and, in turnJ> upon the stewardship. 
of the school board member who is, at the same time, custodian of the 
rights of every childo 
Trusteeship in education is a serious and important business--an 
all-American institution. The responsibilities of the office at large 
and the opportunities for service to children and to the nation are unlimited. 
What type of person is best suited to render decisions in the inter-
est of all the children in the community? How many times have we selected 
what we believe to be the perfect board member only to find to our regret 
that this otherwise eminent man reacts to this particular responsibility 
in a partisan manner1 Why do people react in this way or in that way even 
though they know better? 
The effect of the socio-economic status on human behavior has long 
been of interest to the imrestigatoro If this study has in some way shed 
light on the effect of the various socio-economic factors on one 1 s capacity 
iii 
capa~ity as a school board member, it has served its purposeo 
The investi.gator is especially indebted to his adviser9 Professor 
Mo R. Chauncey, whose patience, mature judgment, and tactful assistance 
made the s.tudy possible. His deepest appreciation is also expressed to 
the other ,conuni.ttee members,. Professors Eli C. Foster, Ware Marsde,nj) and 
Guy Donnell. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nothing is more .American than local. lay control of publi.c educationo 
Visitors from foreign countries .find. this feature of our educational system 
hard to understand. They cannot see how we can afford to entrust to laymen 
the professional and technical tasks that grow out of their responsibility 
for the school system. They do not understand why professional public 
school administrators should be subjected to convincing lay board members 
about the value of their program when their talents and energies could be 
turned to better use. 
Criticism of lay control of public education has not been restricted 
to foreigners. In 1934 the eminent Charles H. Judd,1 at that time Dean 
of the School .. of Education of the University of Chicago, developed the 
thesis that school boards are an obstruction to the advance 9f public edu-
cation and that in time they would be completely abolished. 
New members of lay boards of education often enter upon their duties 
inspired by a zeal for reform, born of ignorance and conceit. Their trial= 
and-error efforts are responsible for much of the retardation of our public 
school system. They often disregard the technical advice of their expert 
appointees. and substitute lay opinion for professional judgmento 
The subject of lay school boards and lay control of education has 
1charles H. Judd, 11 School Boards As An Obstruction to Good Adminis-
tration," The Nation's Schools, IlII (February.!) 1934), 13=15o 
l 
2 
long been of interest. In recent years there has been considerable con-
jecture in educational circles as to the relationship that may or may not 
exist between the effectiveness of lay board members and their socio-
economic status. This study is an investigation in that area. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to (1) report the socio-economic status 
of Arizona's school board members, (2) determine the relationship of t he 
effectiveness of school board members to certain socio-economic factors , 
and (3) determine the differences in scores of effectiveness existing be-
tween the board members of the large school districts and the board members 
of the small school districts in this study. 
The socio-economic factors of interest to this investigator were 
(1) sex, (2) age, (3) marital status, (4) education, (5) occupation, (6) 
teaching experience, (7) family income, (8) property ownership, (9) com-
munity's respect for .. member1 s spouse, (10) number of member ' s children, 
(12) political activity, (13) political affiliation, (14) fraternal affi-
liation, (15) service club affiliation, (16) church affiliation, (17) 
religious activity, (18) length of residence in community, and (19) length 
of school board service. 
Limitations of the Study 
This study was limi ted to a study of school board members who were 
serving school districts employing ten or more teachers in the State of 
Arizona. The limitati ons and weaknesses of data=gathering i nstruments and 
rating scales were recognized. The subjectivity of administrators' ratings 
of board members was recognized. 
3 
Need for the Study 
Other. things being equal, the caliber of individual board members 
largely determines the adequacy and quality of the educational service that 
they provide collectively as a board. 
If there are. means of predetermining, to some extent, the probable 
effectiveness or ineffectiveness of a prospective board member, t.hat know-
ledge would be of worth. If a particular socio-economic status tends to 
react more £avorably for the citizens of tomorrow, that knowledge would be 
of worth. 
Chancellor said, IIThe sort of men educators as a class desire and in-
tend to have, they can usually get, for board members. 112 
Review of Related Research 
Chart!!}rsj3 of the University of Illinois Bureau of Research.I) in a 
search for.all studies on s.c:hoolboards, found over one hundred studies 
concerned with school boards • .Nearly all oi' these studies were status 
studies or reports on conditions. Charters placed greatest value on ana-
lytical studies that revealed statistical significance of differences or 
relationship between variables. Without discounting the value of status 
studies, the present investigator agrees with Charters that analytical 
studies t:hat r-evP.al the significance of differences found existing between 
variables usually make the greater contribution. The criticism that 
2w. E. Chancellor, Our Schoolsg Their Administration and _§upervision 
(New York, +915), p. 15.~ 
3w. W. Charters, Jr., 11Research on School Board Personnel9 11 Journal 
of Educatiol)al Research, XLVII (January., 1954), 327. 
4 
Charters made of the conduct of related studies in the area served t he 
present investigator well and guided him away from some of t he pitfalls 
that could have handicapped this effort. This effort gives status plus 
an analysis of the relationship of the effectiveness of school board mem-
bers to the nineteen socio- economic factors already mentioned. 
Counts4 populariz~d the status study and the identification of boar d 
members by socio- economic data when in 1927 The Social Composition of 
School Boards was published. A number of similar studies of a single 
state followed the Counts study. Counts believed that members of the 
dominant or favored class made undesirable board members because their 
outlook was conservative and they might be t empted to operat e the schools 
to their own advantage. 
Struble5 was the first man to attempt to reveal the influence of socio-
economic factors on a school board member ' s effectiveness. The Struble 
study was made in 1922 and delimited itself to a consideration of the fol-
lowing six factors ~ (1) occupation, (2) number of member 's children, (3) 
age, (4) length of school board service, (5) marital status, and (6) teach-
ing experience; and the effect of these fac t ors on a board member's outlook 
on financial, academic, and personal matters. This study was made before 
reasonably accurate instruments for measurement of attitudes were in use; 
nevertheless, in this report there are many references to and comparisons 
with the Struble findings. 
4G. C. Counts, The Social Composition of School Boards (Chicago, 
1927), p. 100. -
5G. G. Struble, 11 A Study of School Board Personnel, 11 American School 
Board Journal, LXV (October, 1922), 49. 
5 
6 L. F. Battl es submit t ed a st.udy to t he Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College, in 1929, that assumed the hypot hesi s t hat North Cent ral 
Schools have better school boards than schools of l esser standing, and he 
sought to prove his point with a comparison of the (1) age, (2) sex, (3) 
occupation, (4) education, (5) property ownership, (6) lengt h of school 
board service, and (7) socio- economic standing in the community of the 
board members involved in that study. 
Dennis H. ·Cooke, 7 of Geor ge Peabody College for Teachers, devised an 
inst rument for rating t he effectiveness of school board members in t he 
late thirties and made t wo different studies with small. samplings in middle 
Tennessee. Cooke studied the relationship of (1 ) age, (2) occupation, 
(3) number of member 's children, (4) havi ng children i n school , (5) teach-
i ng experience, (6) l engt h of school board service, (7) service club affi-
liat ion, (8) church activity, (9) income, (10) propert y owner ship, (11 ) 
education, and (12) political activity to a school board member' s effective-
ness. The studies of Cooke would have been more valuabl e if t hey had 
., evaluated the statistical significance of the differences between his good 
members and his r emai nder; nevertheless in this r epor t r efere.nces to and 
comparisons wit h t he Cooke findings are made. 
There was an outburst of formal study of school board members at 
Indiana University in 1952-1953, when four doctoral dissertations on the 
subject were submitted to the same adviser. (This adviser was Secretary of 
the National School Boards Association). Although none of these st udies 
61. F. Battles, 11A Study of the Personnel of School Boards in Cit ies 
With Populati on Fr om 2, 000 to 5ll 000 ll Inclusive," (Unpub. Masters t hesis, 
Okl ahoma. Agricult ural and Mechanical College, 1927 ), p. 70. 
7n. H. Cooke , 11Portrai t of a Good School Board Member, 11 The Nation 's 
School s , XXVII (February, 1951), 58. 
6 
followed the procedure of this studyj they probably should be mentioned 
here 0 Barnhart8 associated administratorsn ratings of board membersv effec-
tiveness with five different socio-economic factorso Brubaker9 evaluated 
the operations of Indianans school boards (the evaluations were secured from 
10 adm.inistrators)o McGhehey· compared the policies of board member selection 
and orientation in communities where the superintendent rated the school 
board 11 effective1' with communities where the superintendent rated the 
school board "ineffective." Whalen11 compared the effectiveness of elected 
and appointed school board members (administrators' ratings were used)o 
The studies .much.like the present study are the Strublel2 and Cooke13 
studieso This study differs from the Struble and Cooke studies in that 
(1) several more socio-economic factors are studied9 (2) the territorial 
unit (Arizona) is different, (3) the ineffective members are considered 
along with the effective members, (4) the statistical significance of dif-
ferences is given9 and (5) the Struble study is thirty-three years old, and 
the Cooke studies are fifteen and seventeen years old, respectivelyo 
SR. E. Barnhart 51 IIThe Critical Requirements For School Board Member-
ship Based Upon an Analysis of Critical Incidents," (unpub. doctoral 
dissertationj Indiana University, 1952) 9 Po 112. 
9a. B. Brubakers, 11 An Evaluation of the Operation of Individual School 
Boards and an Investigation of Related A:reas,n (unpub. doctoral disserta.-
tion, Indiana University 9 1953), p. 93. 
' 
10:M. A. McGhehey9 11A Comparison of School Board Selection and Orienta-
tion Procedures," (unpub. doctoral dissertation.11 Indiana University, 1952) 
p. 110. 
11
~. E. Whalen, •&Effectiveness of Elected and Appointed School Board 
Members, 11 (unpub. doctoral dissertation, Indiana. Universi't;yj 1953) 9 Po 97a 
12 Struble9 Po 580 
7 
Procedure 
The development ef a bibliography of literature related to the prob-
lem was the first stepo The bibliography was assembled largely by (1) 
examining all books where the titlesj as listed in the library· card 
catalog, indicated a relationship, (2) examining aJ.l periodical articles 
where the titles 1 as listed in the education index, indicated a relation-
ship, and (3) examining all available studies 9 abstracts 9 and other 
accounts of formal studies where the titles 9 as listed9 indicated a re-
lationshipo The investigator acquainted himself with the work alre~jy 
accomplished in the field by reading the bibliographical literature. 
The determination of the socio-economic factors to be studied was 
the second. stepo This was determined by giving first, consideration to 
the socio=economic factors that Stru.ble14 and Cooke15 had studied. Cooke 
studied five of the six socio-economic factors that Stl"Uble studied and 
seven additional factorso The Cooke studies considered the rela:tionship 
of (1) age, (2) occupation, (3) number of board member 1 s children., (4) 
having children in school, (5) teaching experience, (6) length of school 
board service., (7) service club affiliation, (8) church activity, (9) 
income, (10) property ownership, (11) education, and (12) political ac-
tivity to a board member 9s effectivenesse The present investigator was 
satisfied with the inclusion of Cooke's twelve factors 9 inasmuch as Cooke 
had already found these factors related to effectiveness, and his findings 
could very well be compared with the findings of this stud.yo Additional 
l4strublej Po 580 
l5cooke, Po 580 
8 
socio=econom.ic factors of interest to the investigator were (1) sex» (2) 
marital status,,16 ( 3) community1 s respect for member's spouse 3 (4) school 
success of member 1 s children:i (5.) political affiliation, (6) fraternal 
affiliation, (7) church affiliation, and (8) length of re.sidence in the 
community, and they were included with the Cooke factors in this study. 
Twenty factors have been mentioned 3 but inasmuch as school success of 
member 1s children was somewhat a repetition of CookeVs having children in 
school, only nineteen factors emerged for study. Each of these nineteen 
factors was divided into either graduated classes or classes appropriate 
to the particular factor; then they were arranged and organized into the 
form hereafter referred to as the "Checklist For Board Member's Socio-
Economic Identi ty11 ( see Appendix B). This checklist was part one of the 
data gathering instrument. 
The development of a checklist for the superintendent to follow when 
scoring the effectiveness of his board members was the third step. Charles 
Everand Reeves17 had such a checklist in the appendix of his 1954 edition 
of School Boards. A copy of the rating scale used by Cooke18 in his 
studies was available from a report on his studies. Neither the Reeves 
checklist nor the Cooke scale seemed to meet fully the need for this 
study. After considerable thought» the investigator decided to develop 
a checklist especially for this study. Salient features of the Reeves' 
checklist and of the Cooke scale became the nucleus of this new checklist, 
which from the beginning was an attempt at an abbreviated checklist that 
16struble studied this, Cooke did not. 
17c. E. Reeves, School Boards~ Their Status and Functions (New 
York, 1954), pp. 345=349. 
18n. H. Cookejl 11Rating School Board Members," The Nation's Schools 
XXI (February, 1939), 34. 
9 
left out nothing of importance. Related matters were combined i nto one 
point, and points of little importancej which were mentioned infrequently 
in the bi bliographyp were discarded 9 in order that the responding super-
intendents would not be hampered with trivia. The result was a fourteen-
point checklist, each point weighted i n numerical value in proportion to 
the number of authors in the bibliographical literature who held that 
point important in t he rating of a school board member ' s effectiveness. 
Point one was hel d important in the rating of a school board member's ef-
fectiveness by sixty-four authors in the bibliography and was assigned a 
possible numerical value of 64 points (see Appendix E). The succeeding 
points in t he checklist descended in numerical value according to the number 
of authors who held them important i .n t he rating of a school board member ' s 
effectiveness. Point fourteen had only sixteen aut hors t o support its in-
clusion in the checklist and was assigned a possible numerical value of 16 
points . All points that were held important in the rating of a school 
board member os effectiveness by less than. sixteen authors were eliminated 
in t he interest of brevity. The fourteen- point checklist fell a little 
short of a possible score of 500 in its first draft but was brought up to 
a possible score of 500 by rounding out numerical values f or certain points. 
Each point was given qualitative levels of competence t hat could be checked 
on a graduated line scale. The final product resembled the Cooke scale 
more than the Reeves checklist. 
The question was raised whether this carefully devised fourteen-
point checklist would gain a different result from a single-point rating 
scale that would mention only the all=round ability of each board member. 
This question aroused the interest of the investigator to the degree that 
a fifteenth poi nt (mentioning only all-round ability) was added to the 
10 
checklist» and it was so arranged that separat e and comparabl e scor es 
(500 possible points for each) were available for the fourt een- point 
checklist and the one- point rating scaleo The end result of this sub-
study was that the one- point rating scale yielded an average score of 
effectiveness for all members in the study of 3880045 and that the four-
teen point checklist yielded an average score of effectiveness for all 
members in the study of 393.925. Variance cal culations showed greater 
variance among the one-poi nt rating scale scores, but t he Pearson 11r 11 
calculated for this sub-study was .854, which shows a very high relation-
ship between the results of the one- point rating scale and the fourteen-
point checklist. The one-point rating scale came close to getting the 
same result as the more discriminating fourteen-point, checklist. Had the 
investigator known in advance that this correlation was going to be as 
high as it was, he could possibly have added to the validity of his scores 
of effectiveness by combining the one-point rating scale with the fourteen-
point checklisto As it was, the scores derived from the one-point rating 
scale were used only in the sub-study and are not mentioned again. All 
scores of effectiveness mentioned hereafter come from the more discrimi-
nating fourteen-point checklist. The fourteen-point checklist, with allow-
ance for qualitative levels of competence (graduated line scale for check-
ing each point), became the "Checklist For Board Member 1s Effectiveness" 
(see Appendix B) and part two of the data- gathering instrument. The in-
vestigator believed that more valid appraisals would be forthcoming if 
the numerical values were removed from the graduated line scales and leave 
only qualitative level terminology (inferior, fair, average, good, and 
superior) on the fourteen graduated line scales for the respondents to 
check (see Appendix B)o Thus the respondent was spared the confusion 
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that different numerical values might have caused. This consi deration for 
the respondent necessitated the development of the "Key of Weighted Values" 
(see Appendix E), which contained the numerical values heretofore men-
tioned and enabled the investigator to score each return and arrive at a 
score of effectiveness for each return (each return represented a particu-
lar member) . The score of effectiveness for each of the 333 board members 
in this study was gained by the investigator 0 s applying the 11Key of Weighted 
Values" in this manner . 
The data- gathering instrument, in its final .formj was long but served 
the purposes of this study by furnishing a socio-economic identity and a 
score of effectiveness for each of the 333 members in the study. Each 
particular member had his own socio-economic identity and his own score 
of effectiveness associated together on his own individual return. 
The data-gathering instruments were sent to the responding superin-
tendents in mid-Augustj with a letter of explanation and an appeal for 
their cooperation. On September 1 a second letter of appeal for coopera-
tion was sent out (this was a personal appealj not a form letter, to only 
those who had not responded as yet). By October 1 a 95.25 per cent re-
turn was received, and much interest in the study was expressed by en-
closed notes and letters. Out of this return, 97 .6.5 per cent of the 
responses were adjudged usable for the study. Instruments were s.ent out 
for 358 board members. There were 341 completed instruments returned, 
and 333 of these completed instruments were adjudged usable for the study. 
Since the data-gathering instrument was admittedly long, the indications 
are that mid-August is a good time to gather information from public school 
superintendents and that a follow-up or second letter of appeal a week or 
so after the first is good procedure. 
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The board memberus socio=economic identity and his s0ore of effective-
ness were both on the return that represeni.;ed hi.m. Scores of effective-
ness were divided into four categories~ (1) Very High (more than one 
standard deviation above the mean) 9 (2) High (between the rnean and one 
standard deviation above the mean)J (3) Low (between the mean and one 
standard deviation below the mean) 9 (4) Very Low (more than one standard 
deviation below the mean) and were cross=tabulated wi.th the classes of the 
nineteen different socio=economic factors (see Appendix C)o Thus (1) Very 
Highjl (2) Highjl (3) Low, and (4) Very Low scores were associated with their 
counterpart in the socio=econom.i.c classeso The scores of effectiveness were 
also divided into fourths and cross-tabulated with the classes of the nine-
teen factors so that the observed cell frequencies could be compared ·with 
the expected one fourth (see Appendix D). Thus two different tabulations 
of the data. for illustrative purposes 5 plus an opportunity for statistical 
calculations.9 were provided. 
The first tabulation (scores categorized by mean and standard devia-
tion) was considered the official ·tabulation, and all statistical calc:ula-· 
tions for statistical significance of differences were figured from it. 
The second tabulation (in fourths) serves the purpose of a. :second illustra-
tion of the classii"ied· da:ta., 
A Defense of the Data-Gathering Method 
There has been some oensur,e of studies in the past where the super-
intendent of schools has been permitted to be the sole appraiser of the 
board members for whom he workedo 1:he main censure has been that the 
superintendent j whose own employment is subject, to the pleasure of the 
board.11 could very well be biased>' either favorably or unfavorably 9 
·:"-::,! 
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according to his relationship with the member under appraisal. 
On the other hand, the investigator submits the professionally t rai n-
ed superintendent of schools as the best prepared person in the community 
to render an appraisal of a board member's effectiveness. The superin-
tendent of schools is the only person in the community who sees the board 
member in all of his official action and then follows through and sees 
the end result of this action. The superintendent, in his official capa-
city, is a constant student of school board members and their actions. 
The superintendent should no.rm.ally be as free from bias, prejudice., and 
emotion as any other mature professional person. All too often the super-
intendent of schools is the only man in the COlllJ!lunity who has the neces-
sary information and background on which to base an appraisal of a board 
member's effectiveness. 
Charters19 in his review of all research on school board members was 
unable to suggest a cri terion ::tocevalua.te ,Jboard ·member s .t hat '. ·did_.not have 
shortcomings. Three criteria that he found in use were: (1) the voting 
record of board members (he refers to two Stanford dissertations that 
used this criterion), (2) the social attitudes of board members (he re-
fers to the Counts and Struble studies), (3) administrators' ratings of 
board members (he refers to the work of Cooke). 
The Stanford investigators gained access to board minutes and classi-
fied each ballot cast as either sound or unsound. A board member ' s com-
petence was determined by the proportion of sound ballots he cast. The 
social characteristics of the competent members were then compared with 
19charters, p. 327. 
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the social characteristics of the less competent members. Charters does 
not believe that votir,ig is the only .service of a board member or even the 
most important service that a.board member performs; further., he does not 
believe that the soundness of a.ballot cast can be determined from board 
minutes. He cites a case where over.ninety Jer cent of the ballots cast 
by a board were unanimous. He thinks there is a strong tendency for the 
minority to throw in with the majority just fer the record. 
Charters is less caustic with the methodology of the Counts study 
but he lets. ·the reader know that Counts is merely stating personal beliefs 
and opinions. His censure of the Struble study was limited to the faet 
that no statistical analysis was .given. 
Charters believes that the 11halo effect" may have entered into the 
administrators' ratings of board members used by Cooke. Charters ex-
presses regret in that Cooke failed to evaluate the statistical signifi-
cance of differences .in his study and believes that Cooke made conclusions 
on the basis of differences that could have arisen by chance. 
Charters overlooked the Indiana studies in his search for all studies 
on school boards, but it was just as well., for all four of the Indiana 
dissertations utilized superintendents' ratings of board members. 
Charters found the least amount of fault with analytical studies 
that evaluate the statistical significance of differences. 
This study was analytical and it did give the statistical signifi-
cance of differences. The investigator made an attempt to remove the 
11halo effec.t 11 criticism from this study by urging the superintendents to 
be strictly impersonal in their appraisals. 
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A Brief History of School Boards 
During the early Middle Ages in England the church had little opposi-
tion in exercising control over the education of that dayo In the later 
Middle Ages the various religious, merchant, municipal, and craft guilds 
took an interest in education and occasionally maintained schools under 
the supervision of lay people from their group. By the late Fifteenth 
Century many schools in England were supported and controlled by town 
governments. By the early Nineteenth Century, Parliament was granting 
national aid to schools supported by churches and other groups. This aid 
was for supplies and equipment at first but was later used for just about 
everything except the erection of new buildings. In 1870 England divided 
itself into school districts under the jurisdiction of elected school 
boards and .maintained public education by assessing taxes for t heir sup-
port . 
In the original thirt een colonies of this country, as in England, the 
first schools were maintained by religious groups. In New England, where 
the people were of a common religious faith, the church first r elinquished 
control of the schools to town government. In Massachusetts a law was 
passed in 1647 whereby it was mandatory for t he town selectmen to main-
tain a school in every town. As the number of schools increased and the 
non- school problems of the town selectmen grew, the separate school com-
mittee came into existence. At first this separate school committee re-
mained responsible to the town selectmen, but gradually the school com-
mittee evolved into a separate status. As in England, the tax-supported 
free public school district, governed by an elected school board, finally 
evolved. Eacll. ··state that join'Bd ·the original thirteen col.onies provided 
i n one way or another, for public tax-supported schools, governed by an 
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elected lay school boardo 
The early school boards performed not only the legislative functions 
of the school district but the executive and judicial as wello The early 
school boards soon found themselves unable to give to the schools the 
time required to do the jobo So from this situation evolved the principal 
teacher, then the supervising principal, and finally the superintendent of 
school so 
Even though school systems today, except for the very small, are ad-
ministered by a superintendent of schools, the laws of the state still 
vest nearly all authority in school boardso The superintendent, while 
administering the schools, is the agent of the boardo The superintendent 
is the professional employee of the board, delegated to administer the 
schools, as directed by the boardo 
Although the laws of the states vest nearly all of the authority over 
school districts in the school board and although the superintendent assumes 
only that power delegated to him by the board, the administration and oper-
ation of schools are today well recognized as highly specialized skil]s 
that can be entrusted only to professionally trained personnelo 
In practice today boards usually hire a superintendent of schools to 
administer the schools within a framework of written 11Rules, Regulations, 
and Policies of the Board of Educationo 11 The board of education is today 
considered a legislative-appraisal body, and the superintendent is its 
executive officero A board of education's assuming any of the executive 
functions still guaranteed it by existing law is an infraction of the re-
quired standards that regional accrediting associations set up for their 
member schoolso In practice, an infraction of this type can be so serious 
that regional accrediting associations will remove member schools from their 
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approved lists if the board insists on its legal right to carry out execu-
tive functions. 
CHAPTER II 
THE SOCIC-EDONOMIC STATUS OF ARIZONA'S 
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS 
The purpose of this chapter is to determine the socio-economic status 
of Arizona's school board members at the time of this study. There has 
been no concern. in this .. chppter for determining a socio-economic status that 
might provide more effective school board members. This chapter merely 
~hows the socio-economic status as it was and leaves to a later chapter the 
t,ask of as.so.ciating status with . effectiveness. 
The nineteen socio-economic factors under study are dealt with in this 
chapter in the same order in which they appear on the data-gathering in-
~trument. 
Sex. The distribution of Arizona's school board members according to 
sex was as follows: 
Class 
Male 
Female 
Totals 
Number 
306 
27 
333 
91.9 
8.1 
100.0 
Only 8.1 per cent of Arizona's school board members were women. Men 
remain the predominant choice for the office of school board member in the 
school districts of Arizona. 
One nationwide study1 showed that about 10 per cent of all school 
1National Education Association, 11Status and Practices of Boards of 
f ducation, 11 xnv (1946), 75. 
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board members were women. Counts,2 in 1927, found 14.3 per cent of the 
city board members he studied were women, and he predicted that this per-
eentage would increa~e substantially in the years to come. 
Age. The distribution of Arizona's school board members according 
to age was as follows: 
Glass Number ~~ 
-
3. Less than thirty years of age 7 2.1 
4. Thirty to forty years of age 115 34.5 
5. Forty to fifty years of age 146 43.9 
6. Fifty to sixty years of age 47 14.1 
7. Sixty years of age and over 18 5.4 
Totals 333 100.0 
School board members in Arizona were predominantly from the middle 
age group. Nearly four out of five members (78.4 per cent) were between 
~hirty and fifty years of age. 
Nationwide3 the average . board member was forty-eight and a half years 
old, and the average citizen was forty-four years old. Cooke,4 in his 
J3tudies, fo.und bo.aro members' average age to be in the early fifties. 
Struble,5 iia1922, found that his average board member was forty-eight-
plus years old. Counts,6 in 1926, foUlld that his ·average board member 
2G. C. Counts, The Social Composition of School Boards (Chicago), 
1927), pp. 42-43. - -
3National Education Association, p. 54. 
4n. H. Cooke, "Portrait of a Good School Board Member, 11 Nation's 
Schools, XXVII (February, 19.41), 58. 
5G. G. Struble, 11A Study of School Board Personnel," American School 
~oard Journal, LXV (September, 1952), 49. 
6 Counts, p. 36. 
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was forty-eight-plus years old. The median age for this study was forty-
three years old. 
Marital status. The distribution of Arizona's school board members 
according to marital status was as follows: 
Class Number ill Cent 
8. Married and never divorced 303 91. 
9. Divorced and remarried 18 5.4 
10. Widowed 12 3.6 
11. Never married 0 .o 
Totals 333 100.0 
,.·.-:.. 
Out of the 333 responses for this factor, there were no unmarried 
Bchool board members. In 1922 Struble? found 4 per cent of the members 
in his study were unmarried; and in 1933 a nationwide study8 showed 4-plus 
~r cent of the members in that study were unmarried. 
Education. The distribution of Arizona's school board members accord-
ing to education was as follows: 
Class Number Per Cent 
--
12. Less than eightq grade diploma 13 3.9 
13. - Eighth grade dip~om~, but _less , 
than high school diploma 46 13.8 
'"14. High school diplom~ but less 
... than bachelor.!!':! ;degree 185 55.6 
15. Bachelor's degree and above 89 26.7 
Totals 333 100.0 
Less than one in five (17.7 per cent) of Arizona's school board 
?struble, p. 49. 
8National Education Association, p. 51. 
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members had less than a high school diploma. This leaves 82.3 per cent of 
Arizona's school board members with a minimum of a high school education. 
The National Education Association,9 in 1946, reported that 30 per 
cent of the board members that they studied had bachelor's degrees or 
above; whereas less than 4 per cent of the adult public at that time had 
that much education. They further reported that 72 per cent of the board 
members that they studied had a high school diploma or above; whereas ap-
proximately 25 per cent of the adult public at that time had that much 
education. 
Hoel and McCracken,10 in 1927, in their study of Ohio school board 
members, found one member in six with a bachelor's degree or above. 
Counts,11 also in 1927, feared that a favored class would eventually 
gain control of the schools and operate them for their own interests. 
The figures quoted show than an educationally select group has been in 
control of our public schools for some time. 
Occupation. The distribution of Arizona's school board members ac-
cording to occupation was as follows: 
9Ibid., p. 51. 
10 C. E. Hoel and C. C. McCracken, "Traits and Qualifications of School 
Board Members in Ohio, 11 American School Board Journal, LXXV (December, 
1927), 75. 
11 Counts, p. 51. 
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Class Number Per .Q_ent. 
16. Agricultural (farming, ranching, etce) 87 26.3 
17. Banker (officer with financial interest) 5 1.5 
l8o Clerical 8 2o4 
19. Doctor (medicine or deritistry) 9 2@7 
20., Lawyer 10 3o 
21 .. Manager (of another's business) 39 11.7 
22. Proprietor (of his own business) 111 33.5 
23. Retired 3 @9 
24. Union protected employee 26 8. 
25. Other 33 10 .. 
Totals 331 100 .. 0 
~ Three classes (proprietors, managers, and agriculturists) made up 71~5 
per cent of the school board members in this study. The same three classes 
made up less than 20 per cent of the major occupation group12 in the United 
States and a much smaJ.ler per cent of the adult public (women and men) who 
were eligible for the office of school board member. 
This disproportion of proprietors, managers, and agriculturists is in 
keeping with other investigations in thi.s area. The National.Education 
Association 13 study showed that proprietors, executives, farmers, and pro-
fessionals made up 73 per cent of the board members it studied. Struble14 
found that business people, professionals, and farmers made up nearly 84 
12 Harry Hansen, ed., The World Almanac and Book of Facts (New York, 
1935), p. 259. 
13National Education Association, p. 53~ 
14 Struble, Po 49. 
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per cent of the board members that he studied. Cooke15 found that agricu.1-
~urists and proprietors made up nearly 80 per cent of the members that he 
. 16 . 
~tudied •. Hoel and McCracken found that farmers and business men made up 
68.6 per cent of the .board .memb.ers that they studied. 
Teaching Experience. The distribution of Arizona• s school board' mem-
bers according to tea.chi:ng experience was as follows: 
.Class 
26. Was in the teaching profession 
at one time 
27. Was never in the teaching 
profession 
Totals 
Number 
28 
301.L 
(32 
.!:!!: ~ 
8.4 
91,6 
100.0 
The Struble. study,1! iri 1922, found about one member in five with 
:.J· .' . 
teaching experience. This study found only one member in twelve with 
~eaching experience. 
Fa.rnilz-Income.. The .distributi0n of Arizona's school boa.rd members 
,, 
~ccording to family income waa as follows: 
·Class· ".\i"'" Number ·· Per Cent 
--
28. Abo;ve average !oz: ._t,his: eommuni ty .236 .70!19 
. ;:· ~. 29. ·Avefage for this .community ·94 28.2 
<, ,30. Belpw average for:; ~b:i:~,:.qommuni:t,y 3 :, •. 9 
·•Totals 333 100.0 
Most of.Arizona's school board members in 1955 came from the above-
average fa.mily_in.come group. Over 99 per cent of the school board members 
l5cooke, p. 58. 
16Hoel and McCracken, p. 40. 
17 Struble, p. 49. 
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in this study.had average or above,-average family incomes. 
The National Education Association study18 foun.d the average school 
poard member .had an income of $3,986.00 for the year 19460 Only about 
' 
?5 per cent of .the £amilies in the United States19 rated that much income 
in that same year. 
Counts,20 .in 1927, expressed the fear that a favored class would gain 
~ontrol of the public schools and direct them to their advantage. The evi-
<:i,ence for this factor indicates that the above-average family income 
class was in .contro.l of Arizona's public schools in 1955. 
Property .Ownership. The distribution of Arizona's school board mem-
~ers according to property ownership was as follows: 
Class Number m Q!!!!:. 
31. Above averag.e for this community 184 55.4 
32. Averag.e for this community 134 40.4 
33. Below average for this community 14 4.2 
Totals 332 100.0 
The above-average property owners amd the average property owners 
'18,de up 95.8 per cent of Arizona• s school board members. There are many 
company towns in Arizona where the company owns all or most @f the prop-
erty. This circumstance could tend to reduce board members in these com-
,iunities to the status of the average property owner or the below-average 
:property owner. 
Commrmity1.s. Respect .for Member's Spouse. The distribution of Arizona• s 
18National Education Association, p. 53. 
19Gole:apaul, p. 78. 
20 Counts, p. 50. 
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school board members according to community's respect for member's spouse 
was as follows: 
Class Number f!.!: Cent 
.34. Above average for this community 165 50.s 
35. Average for this comm.unity 148 45.5 
36. Below average for this comm.unity 12 3.7 
,. _;·'.:. 
'.J'otals .325 100;.0 
Over a half of Arizona's school board member:Lhave spouses wp.o rate 
. ~ ~ . -~, . -
· ... ! . 
above-average respect in their connnunity. Nearly all (96 • .3 per cent) 
rated average or above-average respect in their community. 
Number of Member's Children. The distribution of Arizona's school 
---- ------
board members accor9,ing to number @f member's ~hildren was·as follows: 
Class Number Per Cent 
.37. - No. ehilciren 4 1.2 
.. : " J8. One ~r two childr;e~. ,1, ,1;1 45.4 
39. Three or four ch:j.1:~ren;:, ,j, ':T.: ··-- '14ci.,,, 42. 
,-. - .. 
_ 40. F:i;v.~ or six ehilci,1rt:in ''. ":· _ /;''.·2~_·:, 8.4 
41. Seven or more children 10 3. 
Totals .3.33 100.,0 
One to four children (87.4 per cent) was the rule. Only four members 
out of the 333 in this study had no children. 
The National Education Association study21 found that 14 per cent of 
the board members that they studied had never had children in school dur-
~ng their board service. Only 1.2 per cent of the board members in this 
s~udy have no children at all. 
21National Education Association, p. 54. 
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Struble, 22 .in 1922, found that the median number of children of board 
~embers in his study was 2.74. The median for this study was 2.66 children. 
School Success of Member I s Children. The distribution of Ariz<l>na' s 
school board members according to school suceess of member's children was 
as f@llws: 
Class Number Per Cent 
42. Were ( or are) successful at school 203 62.9 
43. Were (or are) average at school 118 36.5 
44. Were (or are) unsuccessful at school 2 .. 6 
Totals 323 100.0 
Almost two-thirds (62.9 per cent) of Arizona's board members had 
~. :t ~ -.... - .. 
children who were successful in their school .endeavors. Almost all (99o4 
: ' -~ -> .. '· . 
per cent) of Arizona's board members had children who were average or sue-
cessful in their school endeavors. 
Political Activity. The distribution of Arizona's school board mem-
~ers according to political activity was as fiiir~w~i 
··Number· '' Per Cent 
45. 
46. 
Has a reputation as a politician 31 
Has a· normal interest in politics ' ·' · ' .. ,,,278 
·, ·'-· ,.: 
47. Has, less than no:nnal,.int..erest iri .. 
·· politics · .... ··· · ··· ·· · ·· · 24 
Totals 
.333 100.0 
The great majority (83.5 per cent) of Arizona 1s school board members 
~ad a mormal interest in politics. Less than 10 per cent were reputedly 
( 
p9liticians, and only 7.2 per cent had less than a normal interest in 
22 Struble, p. 49. 
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:politics. 
Political Affiliation. The distribution of Arizona's school board 
members according to political affiliation was as follows~ 
Class Number Per C,!gt 
48. Democrat 250 78. 
49. Republican 70 21.7 
50. Other l .3 
Totals 321 100.0 
Democratic school board members outnumbered Republi~an school board 
wembers almost four to oneo In this study only one board member was 
classified other than a Democrat or a Republican. 
Fraternal Affiliation. The distribution of Arizona's school board 
,embers according to fraternal affiliation was as follows~ 
Class Number Per Cent 
-~ 
5L Knights of Columbus 7 2.3 
52. Odd Fellows 7 2.3 
.53 • . Masons 90 29.2 
54. Qt}l~r Z6 8.4 
55. No fraternal affiliation :Ut 57.8 
Totals 308 100.0 
The Masonic order was well represented on Arizona's school boards. 
Nationwide the Masons outnumber the Odd Fellows about two to one, and the 
Knights of. Columbus about four to one. Masons outnumbered all other f'ra= 
ternal orders combined onArizona 1 s school boards. Less than a half (42.2 
per cent) of Arizonais school board members has a fraternal affiliation. 
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Service Club Affiliation. The distribution of Arizona's school board 
,embers according to service club affiliation was as follows: 
Class Number Per Cent 
56. Kiwanis 27 8.4 
57. Lions 45 13.9 
58. Rotary 61 18.8 
59. Other 29 8.9 
60. No service club affiliation 162 50. 
Totals 324 100.0 
Exactly a half of Arizona's school board members (50 per cent) was 
not affiliated with a service club. 
The Arizona board members who had service club affiliation were in-
clined toward (1) Rotary, (2) Lionsj) and (3) Kiwanis, in that order. In 
Qrder of size in the nation24 the ranking is (1) Lions 9 (2) Rotary, and 
(3) Kiwanis. 
Hoel and McCracken25 found that 70 per cent of the board members that 
ihey studied belonged to some type of civic club or organization (please 
p.ote that this classification is broader than service club). 
Church Affiliation. The distribution of Arizona's school board mem-
pers according to church affiliation are shown below. Almost one member 
:j.n six (15.4 per cent) had no church affiliation. 
Although the Catholic church has more affiliates n.ationwide26 than 
fny other church listed, there is a surprising lack of Catholic school 
24:rbid., p. 597. 
25 Hoel and McCracken, p. 41. 
26 8 Hansen, p. 4 2. 
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Qoard members in Arizona. On the other hand, the Methodist church, which 
has considerably less membership nationwide27 than the .Baptists or the 
Catholics, was very well represented in this study and in the Hoel.and Mc-
Cracken28 study. 
Class 
6L Baptist 
62. Catholic 
63. Latter Day Saints 
64. Methodist 
65. Other 
66:. .No church affiliatioriY 
Totals 
Number 
43 
25 
44 
. 84 
. 79 
50 
.325 ... 
. •. 
ill~ 
13.2 
7.7 
1.3.5 
25.9 
24.,3 
. 15'*4 
100.0 
Hoel .and McCracken29 foum.d 84 per cent of themembers that tlley studied 
were affiliated with some church, which is in keeping with the results of 
~his study ( 84. 6 per cent) 0 
Religious Activity. The (il;stribution of Arizona's school board mem-
l;)ers according to religious activity was as follows: 
Class ..... , 1 "~. 
' ; •, .. 
. , 67. Overzealous and ~~ie1an. 
68. Non-pa.rtisan--normal interest 
69_.. ·.tess than normal :i;~'.G,:re~t. 
Total 
· Number . Per Cent . 
18 
·.·. ·226 
89 __ 
333 
·;~~ 
r .. :.1. · 
67.9 
26.7 
100.0 
The majority of Arizona•~school,be>,:r.cJ. members has a non"'."partisan 
.. ' ,.~ . - . 
27 . Ibid., p. 482. 
28Hoel and McCracken, p. 4©. 
29Ibid. 
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,nd normaL interest in religious aeti vi ty; but a surprising 26. 7 per cent 
of Arizona's school board members have less than a normal interest in re-
ligious activity. Only 5.4 per cent of the board members in this study 
were listed as overzealous and partisan. 
Length of Residence in Community. The distribution of Arizona's 
school board members according to length of residence in the community was 
a.s follows: 
Class Number f!!: Cent 
70. Less than ten years 62 18 .. 6 
71. Ten to twenty years 120 36. 
72. Twenty years or more 151 45.4 
Total~ 333 100.0 
About a half of Arizona's school board members (45.4 per cent) had re-
$ided in their community twenty years or more. This fact grows in import-
a.nee when one considers that Arizona is a rapidly=growing statej where a 
50 per cent increase in population in a decade is not considered unusual.JO 
Length of .SehooLBoard Service. The dist~ibution of Arizona's school 
tloard members according to length of school board service was as follows: 
~ 
73. Less than five years 
74. . Fbre to ten -years 
75. Ten.years and more_ 
Totals 
Number 
161 
122 
50 
333 
Per Cent --.-,. __ 
48.4 
.. )(>.6 
15. 
Almost a half (48.4 per cent) of Arizona's school board members had 
setved less than five years on the school board, and exactly 85 per cent 
30 Hansenj p. 397. 
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had served less than ten years on the school board. 
Struble3l found that 81.6 per cent of the members in his study had 
+ess than ten years of school board service. 
Hoel and McCracken32 found that 80.5 per cent of the board members 
that they studied had less than ten years' service, and the mean average 
period of service for all members in their study was 6.4 years. 
The National Education Association stud~3 fo1A11d that 74 per cent of 
their members had less than ten years' service and that the mean average 
period of service for all board members was 6.7 years. 
Counts,34 in his 1926 study, found that the average period of service 
for his members was 4.1 years. 
The median length of school board service for this study was 5.25 
;rears. 
Summary 
The socio-economic status of Arizona I s .school board members .. was: 
(1) Sex--The membership was 9L9 per cent male, and there was no indica-
tion that the percentage of women in school board service was on the in-
crease; (2) Age--The membership was largely from the ;thirty-to-forty 
1ears class (34.5 per cent) and the ·forty-to fifty years class (43.9 
per cent); (3) .Marital Status--The entire membership had married (7 per 
cent of the U. s. citizenry never marries), and only 9 per cent of the 
31 Struble, p. 49. 
32Hoel and McCracken, p. 41. 
33National Education Association, p. 77. 
34 Counts, p. 23. 
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membership.had a divorce on their record (one out of four U. s. marriages 
end in divorce); (4) F.duc.ation--There were 82.3 per cent of .the members 
who had a high school diploma or better (in 1946 approximately 25 per cent 
of the adult public was in that cat.egory), and 26.7 per cent had bache-
lor's degrees or above (in 1946 less than 4 per cent of the adult public 
was in that category); (5) Occupation--Proprietors, managers, and agricul-
turists made up 71.5 per cent of the membership (the same three categories 
made up le.ss than 20 per cent of the nation's major occupation group and a 
still smaller percentage of the eligibles for the school board office); 
(6) Teaching Ex:perience--Only 8.4 per cent of the membership had teaching 
experience; (7) Family Income-~Most of the membership (70.9 per cent) had 
above-average incomes in their community; (8} Property Ownership-:-The above-
average property owners (55.4 per cent~ and average property owners (40.4 
per cent) made up 95.8 per cent of. the membership; (9) Community 1s Respect 
for Member's Spouse--The above-average respect class (50.8 per cent) and 
the average respect class (45.5 per cent) made up 96.3 per cent of the mem-
bership; (10) Number of Member's Children--The one-or-two-chilcren class 
(45.4 per cent) and the three-or-four-children class (42 per cent) made up 
87.4 per cent of the membership; (11) School Success of Member's Children--
The members whose children were successful at school (62.9 per cent) and 
the members whose children were average at school (36.5 per cent) made up 
99.4 per cent of the membership; (12) Political Activity--The majority 
(83.5 per cent) had a normal interest in this area; (13) Political Af-
filiation-~The membership was 78 per cent Democratic; (14) Fraternal 
Affiliation--A majority of the members had no fraternal affiliation (57.8 
per cent). The Masons (29.2 per cent) were well represented; (15) Service Club 
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Affiliation--Exaetly 50 per cent of the membership had no service club 
affiliation. Rotary (18.8 per cent)., Lions (13~9 per cent), and Kiwanis 
(8.4 per cent) elubs had the largest number of affiliates; (16) Church 
Affiliation--Methodist (25.9 per cent)., Latter Day Saints (13.5 per cent), 
,-nd Baptist (13.2 per cent) had the largest number of affiliates; (17) Re-
ligious Aetiv.i.ty--The non-partisan-normal interest class (67.9 per cent), 
ind the less than normal interest class made up 94.6 per cent of the mem-
bership; (18) Length of Residence in Community--The twenty years or more 
~lass (45.4 per 'cent) and the ten-to-twenty years elass made up 81.4 per 
~ent of the membership; (19) Length of School Board Service--The large 
,ajority (85 per cent) had served less than ten yearso 
CHAPTER III 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SCHOOL BOARD 
MEMBERS TO CERTAIN SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS 
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the relationship of the 
effectiveness of school board members to certain socio-economic factors. 
The data-gathering instrument had two parts: (1) the "Checklist For 
Board Members' Socio-Economic Identity" and (2) the "Checklist For Board 
Menbers' Effectiveness." Thus the data-gathering instrument provided that 
each of the 333 board members in the study had his own socio-economic iden-
tity and his own score of effectiveness associated on his own individual 
return. The respondent superintendent furnished the socio-economic iden-
tity by checking the "Checklist For Socio-Economic Identity" and furnished 
the measure of effectiveness by checking the "Checklist For Board Member's 
Effectiveness." The actual score of effectiveness resulted from the appli-
cation of the "Key of Weighted Values" to the completed checklist by. the 
investigator. The scores of effectiveness were divided into four categories: 
(1) Very High (higher than one standard deviation above the mean), (2) 
High (between the mean and one standard deviation above the mean), (3) Low 
(between the mean and one standard deviation below the mean), (4) Very Low 
(lower than one standard deviation below the mean). These four categories 
were cross-tabulated with the classes of the nineteen factors (as shown 
in Chapter II) in such manner as to associate the very high, high, low, 
and very low scores with their counterpart in the socio-economic classes 
(see Appendix C). The classified data provided by the tabulation pe:nnitted 
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calculation of statistical significance of differences (relationship) for 
each factor. The null hypothesis was assumed to be tenable in any case 
where the statistical significance of differences failed to reach the . • 05 
level of significance. 
The nineteen socio-economic factors are dealt with in this chapter 
in the same order in which they appeared on the data- gathering instrument. 
Sex. It was the opinion of Cubberley,1 in 1916, that women were not 
fitted to deal with the problems that face school board members. Table I 
illustrates the findings concerning the relationship of sex to a board 
member's effectiveness: 
TABLE I 
SEX AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very 
Sex High Hi~ Low Low Total 
1. Male 38 131 94 43 3~ 
2. Female 5 13 7 2 27 
Totals 43 144 101 45 333 
The females have five very high scores as compared with two very low 
scores and eighteen scores above the mean as compared with nine scores 
below the mean. 
The mean scores of effectiveness for the female and the male, respec-
tively, were 411 and 393, a difference of eighteen points. When the sig-
nificance of this difference was tested, at-ratio of loOO was foundo 
1E. P. Cubberley, Public School Administration (Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, 1916), p. 125. 
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Since, for this table, at-ratio of 1.97 was necessary for the .05 ]evel of 
significance, it was concluded that sex was not a determining factor in re-
lation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
Table II is in fourths (permitting comparison of an observed frequency 
with the expected one fourth) and gives a second view of the same data. 
TABLE II 
SEX AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Sex 
1. Male 
2. Female 
Totals 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
76 
7 
83 
72 
11 
79 
4 
83 
79 
5 
306 
27 
333 
Hoel and McCracken2 found evidence, in 1927, that indicated that 
women were poor risks as board members. 
Age. Chancellor3 believed that inexperienced young men and old men 
retired from business seldom made good board members. Table III pre-
sents the data regarding the relationship of age to the effectiveness of 
school board members. 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to this table, 
a chi-square value of 20.81 was found. Since, for this table, a chi-square 
2 C. E. Hoel and C. C. McCracken, "Traits and Qualifications of School 
Board Members in Ohio, 11 American School Board Journal, LXXV (December, 
1927), 40. 
3w. E. Chancellor, Our Schools: Their Administration and Supervision 
(New York, 1915), p. 13.~ 
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value of 19.68 was necessary for the .02 level of significance, it was con-
eluded that age was a detennining factor in relation to the effectiveness 
of school board members. 
TABLE III 
AGE AND SCORES OF EFF&:TIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very 
Age High High Low Low Total 
* 3-4. Less th~n forty 20 49 37 16 122 
5. Forty to fifty 14 74 37 21 146 
6. Fifty to sixty 5 11 24 7 47 
7. Sixty and older 4 10 3 1 18 
Totals 43 144 101 45 333 
*small tally in class 3 prompted its combination with class 4. 
The coefficient of contingency (testing relationship) calculated for 
this table was .245 (.866 was maximum or unity for this calculation). 
This was a negative relationship, with the less than forty and the forty 
to fifty classes making the better scores and the fifty to sixty class 
making the lower scores. The sixty and older class made a good showing 
on the surface, but the small tally (only 18) does not permit full confi-
dence in the result. 
Table IV (in fourths) gives a second illustration of the classified 
data for this factor. 
The Struble study4 found forty to fifty years of age as the best age. 
4G. G. Struble, "A Study of School Board Personnel," American School 
Board Journal, LXV (October, 1922), 49. 
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Barnhart5 found that retired people and people over sixty years of age tend 
toward ineff~ctiveness. Cooke6 found little relationship between the ages 
of board mem:bers and t heir effectiveness. 
TABLE IV 
AGE AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Age Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
3-4. Less than forty 31 25 33 33 122 
5. Forty to fifty 41 43 26 36 146 
6. Fifty to sixty 5 9 20 13 47 
7. Sixty and older 6 6 4 2 18 
Totals 83 83 83 84 333 
Marital Status. Struble? believed that unmarried people do not make 
desirable board members. Table V presents the data regarding the effec-
tiveness of school board members and their marital status. 
This study failed to find an unmarried person serving on a school 
board. The married and never divorced class had a mean score of effec-
tiveness of 394, and the divorced and re-married class had a mean score 
of effectiveness of 381, a difference of thirteen points. 
5R. E. Barnhart, "The Critical Requirements For School Board Member-
ship Based Upon an Analysis of Critical Incidents, 11 (unpub. doctoral 
dissertation, Indiana University, 1952), p. 33 
6n. H. Cooke, 11Portrait of a Good School Board Member," The Nation's 
Schools, XXVII (February, 1941), 58. 
7struble, p. 49. 
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TABLE V 
MARITAL STATUS AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very 
Marital Status High High Low Low Total 
8-10. Married and never divorced 40 138 94 43 315 
9. Divorced and re-married 3 6 7 2 18 
Totals 43 144 101 45 333 
When .the significance of the difference was tested, at-ratio of .69 
was found. Since, for this table, at-ratio of 1.97 was necessary for the 
.05 level of significance, it was concluded that marital status was not a 
detennining factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
Table VI shows the scores of effectiveness in fourths and permits 
comparison of an observed frequency with the expected one fourth. 
TABLE VI 
MARITAL STATUS AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Marital Status Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
8-10. Married and never 
divorced 78 80 79 78 315 
9. Divorced and re-married 5 3 4 6 18 
Totals 83 83 83 84 333 
Education. Most of the students who have investigated this area have 
believed that a relationship exists between education and a board member's 
effectiveness. Previous investigators have not fully determined the de-
gree of the relationship. Table VII presents the classified data 
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regarding the effectiveness of school board members and their education. 
TABLE VII 
EDUCATION AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very 
Education High High Low Low Total 
12. Less than eighth grade 
diploma 2 4 5 2 13 
13. Eighth grade diploma but 
less than high school 
diploma 6 6 19 15 46 
14. High school diploma but 
less than bachelor's degree 21 83 59 22 185 
15. Bachelor's degree and above 14 41 18 6 89 
Totals 43 144 101 45 333 
The bachelor's degree and above class had fourteen very high scores 
as compared witbi six very low scores and fifty-five members '!ti.th scores 
of effectiveness above the mean as compared with twenty-four ~embers with 
scores of effectiveness below the mean. 
When the chi-square test for independence was applied to this table, 
a chi-square value of 28.54 was found. Since, for this table, a chi-
square value of 22.50 was necessary for .001 level of significance, it 
was concluded that education was a determining factor in relation to 
the effectiveness of school board members. 
The coefficient of contingency (testing relationship) was .265 (.866 
being maximum or unity for this calculation). This was a positive rela-
tionship with high scores of effectiveness associated with high educa-
tional attainment and low scores of effectiveness associated with low 
educational attainment. 
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Table VIII, shown in fourths, permits comparison of an observed cell 
frequency and the expected one fourth and has been prepared to illustrate 
further the degree of relationship existing between this factor and a 
school board member's effectiveness. 
TABLE VIII 
EDUCATION AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Education Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
12. Less than eighth grade 
diploma 
13. Eighth grade diploma but 
less than high school 
diploma 
14. High school diploma but 
less than bachelor's 
degree 
15. Bachelor's degree and 
above 
Totals 
2 4 
7 5 
40 48 
34 26 
83 83 
4 3 13 
12 22 
50 47 185 
17 12 89 
83 84 333 
The bachelor's degree and above class had thirty-four scores in the 
upper fourth as compared with twelve scores in the lower fourth and 
sixty scores in the upper half as compared with twenty-nine ~cores in 
the lower half. 
As early as 1916 it was the opinion of Cubberley8 that the unedu-
cated and the relatively ignorant made ineffective board members. Hoel 
8 Cubberley, p. 125. 
and McCracken9 found .that their best board members had an average of' 11.88 
years of education and that their remainder averaged 10.40 years of educa-
tion. They further found that twenty per cent of their best board mem-
bers were college graduates and that thirteen per cent of their remainder 
were college graduates. 
10 Cooke found that his best board members had more education than did 
the remainder of the members he studied. 
Barnhart11 found there was a definite relationship between the level 
of educational attainment and effectiveness as a school board member, with 
the lower level tending toward ineffectiveness and the upper level tend-
ing toward effectiveness. 
Occupation. Moehlm.an12 says that members of the professions rank 
much higher than merchants and businessmen as school board members. The 
classified data for the analysis of the relationship of occupation to a 
school board memberus effectiveness are presented in Table IX. 
9Hoel and McCracken, p. 39. 
lOCooke, Po 59 
11Barnhart, Po 33. 
12A. B. Moehlman, School Administration (New York, 1940), p. 213. 
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TABLE IX 
OCCUPATION AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
·,: 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very 
O©cupation High Hi!h Low Low Mean Total 
160 Agricultural (far.ming, 
ranc:hing9 etco) 13 35 27 12 394 
170 Banker (officer with 
financial interest) 0 2 2 1 384 5 
18. Clerical 0 4 2 2 331 8 
19. Doctor (medicine or 
dentistry) 3 3 3 0 429 9 
20. Lawyer 3 5 2 0 438 10 
2L Manager (of another 0 s 
business) .3 20 11 394 39 
· 22. Proprietor (of his 
own business) 10 56 35 10 402 111 
23. Retired l 1 0 1 406 .3 
24. Union protected employee 3 a 9 6 376 26 
25. Other 6 10 9 8 373 33 
Totals 42 144 100 45 331* 
*Two omissions by respondents brought the total response for this 
factor down to 331. 
A number of the occupational cl.asses (lawyers» doctors.I' clerical;, 
retired,, and bankers) did not occur in large enough numbers to give full 
confidence in the findings regarding them. 
When the significance of the differences between means was tested, 
an F-ratio .of L68 was found. Since,, for this table, an F-ratio of L97 
was necessary for the .05 level of significance,, it was concluded that 
occupation was not a determining factor in relation to the effectiveness 
of school board memberso 
The agriculturist class (farmers and ranchers) occupied 26o3 per cent 
of Arizonao s school .boa.rd postso Nationwide13 farmers and farm managers 
• (ranchers not listed separately) made up only 604 per cent of the major 
occupation group; thus they made up a still smaller percentage of the 
eligibles for the school board office because housewives, retired people, 
and categories not listed in the major occupation group are eligible for 
the school boardo The agriculturist class made only average scores of ef-
feetivenesso 
Proprietors and managers occupied 45o2 per cent of the school board· 
posts in Arizonao Nationwidel4 proprietors and managers made up about ten 
per cent of the major occupation group; they ma.de up a still smaller per= 
centage of the eligibles for the school board office. Managers made 
average scores of effectivenessj and proprietors made slightly above aver-
age scores of effectivenesso 
Table X has the scores of effectiveness for this factor, divided into 
fourths, and this permits comparison of observed frequencies with the ex-
pected one fourth 
The small number of lawyers and doctors in the study made good scores 
of effectivenesso 
Cooke15 found that professional people and proprietors were good 
board memberso Hoel and McCra~ken16 found that physicians» lawyers, busi-
ness men, and bankers were good board memberso 
l3Harry Hansen,, ed., The World Alman~~ Book 2f. Facts (New York, 
1955L Po 2590 
l4Ibid.jl p. 259. 
15 Cookejl p. 58. 
l6Hoel and M~Crackenj p. 40. 
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TABLE X 
OCCUPATION .AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second 1o"we"r 
Occupation Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourt,h Total 
= 
16. Agricultural (farming 9 
ranching 9 etc.) 21 24 20 22 87 
17. Banker (officer with 
financial interest) 0 1 3 l 5 
18. Clerical 0 .3 2 3 8 
19. Doctor (medicine or 
dentistry) 5 l 2 1 9 
20. Lawyer 5 3 l 1 10 
2L Manager (of anotherns 
business) 10 7 13 9 39 
22. Proprietor ( of his 
own business) 28 28 31 24 111 
23. Retired 1 1 0 l 3 
24. Union protected employee 4 7 5 10 26 
25. Other 9 7 5 12 33 
Totals 83 82 82 84 .331 
Strub1e17 found that manufacturers 9 real estate agents 9 insurance 
agents, journalistsj contractors.9 business executives 9 doctors» and lawyers 
were good school board members. Barnhart18 found that professional people 
tend toward being effective members and that unskilled» semi-skilled» and 
skilled workers tend toward being ineffective members. It was believed 
17 Struble» p. 48. 
18 .3 Barnhart» p. 3. 
by Cubberlef9 that men in minor business positions made poor boa:rd members. 
Teaching Er&er~. Moehlman2·0 says t,hat board members: who are ex= 
teachers are helpful in planning educational policies. The classified dat:a 
regarding teaching experience and scores of effectiveness are presented in 
Table XI~ 
TABLE ll 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Education 
260 Was "tn the teaching pro-
fession at one time 
27. Was never in the teaching 
profession 
Totals 
-= 
Scores of Eff e,.~··t.i vei:1esf! ·-· 
~,,,___ ___ . --~·-·-
Very Very 
Hi,,g,_11.._ Hi_gh Low Lei~ TcYt .. ii.1 
1 16 3 28 
-¥one omission by a respondent brought ihe""tota1··r:-esponse~for thl.s~ 
factor down to 332. 
The with tea©hing experience class had an average :score of effec= 
tiveness of 385 9 and the without teaching experience cla.c::3s had an average 
score of effectiveness of 395 5) a difference of ten pointso ~J:hen the si.g= 
nificance of this dif'ference 'W'8,S tested>) a t=ratio of 062 was foundo 
Since>) for this table 9 a t=ratio of L97 was necessary for the 005 lEnrel of 
significance, it was concluded that teaching experience was not a dete1"'= 
mining factor in relation to the effectiYene:ss of school board membe:rso 
Table XII presents the dat,a with the scores of effectiveness divided 
l9cubberley9 Po 1250 
2
~oehlman 9 Po 2130 
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into fo1:ll"ths.11 and this permits comparison of an observed frequency and the 
expected one fourth. 
TABLE XII 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Teacning Experience Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Tqtal 
26. Was in the teaching pro= 
fession a.tone time 5 12 4 7 28 
27. Was never in the teaching 
profession 78 71 78 77 305 
Totals 8.3 83 82 84 332 
Struble.? 21 in 1922.11 found that those with teaching experience made 
22 
unusually good board memberso Hoel and McCracken found that 35 per cent 
of their most valuable board .. members had teaching experience and that 17 
per C?nt of their least valuable board members had teaching experience. 
Cookef3 ;in one of hi.s .studies» found that board members with teaching ex-
perle:rwe we.re more effective. than those without teaching experience. 
Fa.mi;J;l Inc:omeo Chancellor24 believed that men who were accustomed 
to ha~ling large amounts of money made good board members. The classi= 
fied ~ata regarding a board member 1 s effectiveness and his family income 
are presep.t~d in Table XIII. 
21.struble.!) Po 490 
~2 . 
~oel qnd McCrackenj Po 400 
23 Cooke 9 Po 59. 
24ch~ncellor.1> p. 120 
TABLE XIII 
FAMILY INCOME AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Family Income 
280 Above average for this 
comm.unity 
*29= 
300 Averaije or below average 
.for 'this community 
Totals 
Scores 
Very 
High 
35 
8 
43 
of Eff eeti venes:s 
. . 
Very 
High Low Low Total 
11.3 69 19 236 
31 32 26 91. . 
.144 101 45 · :3.3.3 
*tack of tally in class 30 prompted its combination with class 290 
'fhe above=average class had thirty-five very high scores compared 
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with µinete~n very low seores» and 148 members with scores of effectiveness 
above the m~an as compared with eighty=eight members with seores of effec= 
tiveness below the meano The average or below=average class had eight very 
high scores as compared with twenty-six very low scores. 
The me~ score of effectiveness for the above=awerage class was 408» 
and the mean score of effectiveness for the average or below elass was 359, 
a difference of forty-nine pointso When the significance of this differ= 
ence was testedj a t=ratio of 5.35 was foundo Since, for this table, a 
t-ratio of only .3 • .32 was necessary for the .001 level of significance, it 
was concluded that family income was a determining factor in relation to 
the effectiveness of school board members. 
Table XIV presents the data for this factor 'With the scores of effec-
tiveness div:1.ded into fourthsi 
The above-average class had seventy=one scores in the upper fourth as 
compared with forty=four scores in the lower fourth and 1.32 scores in the 
upper half ~s compared with 104 scores in the lower half. 
.TABLE XIV 
FAMILY INCOME AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Eff,ecti 0 w·:e11E-12Js 
=Upper · 'l'nirct Second ·· Low~ 
49 
-~~~-F_am_. ·""'i_l.._Y, ___ Il_1c_o_m_e ____ ~ythfyt1.r'l:,h Fourth ~th Total 
280 Above average for this 
community 
29= 
.30o Average or below average 
for this community 
Totals 
71 61 
12 22 
83 83 
60 236 
23 40 97 
83 84 333 
The average or below class had twelve scores in the upper fourth as 
compared with forty scores in the lower fourth and thirty-four scores .in 
the upper half as compared with sixt,;y""'three scores i.n the lower half' o 
Cooke25 found in his study that his best board members had inic;om.es 
on the average almost double the average of his rem.aindero Cubberley-26 be-
lieve\i that unsuccessful men made poor board memberso Hoel and McCracken27 
found that the better board members in their study enjoyed succcess in 
their vocationso 
Propertx OwnershiE• Chan~ellor28 believed that men who handled 
large amounts of property made good board memberso The 1!:3lassified data 
regarding a board member's effe©tiveness and his property ownership are 
presented in Table xv~ 
25Ibido9 Po 590 
26 Cubberley- 9 Po 1250 
27Hoel and McCracken 9 p. 40. 
2
~Chancellor9 p. 120 
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TABLE XV 
PROPER!'Y OWNERSHIP AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very 
Family Income High High Low Low TotaL 
31. Above average for this 
community 
* 32= 
sso Average or below average 
for this comrrruni ty 
Totals 
27 86 53 19 184 
=1_6_·~~-5_8~~~ 26_. ~· _148 
43 144 101 45 332** 
·~Lack of tally in class 3:3 prompted its combination with class 32. 
*"*'One omission by a respondent brought the total response dow to 
3.32. 
Table XV associated above=average ownership with above=average scores 
of effectiveness and av·erage or below-average ownership with average or 
below average scores of effectivene:s131. 
The mean score of effectiveness for the above=average clas:t'll was 403.9 
and the mean score of effe©'ti veness for the average or belcn.r-average class 
was 382j a difference of twenty~one pointso When the significance of this 
diff~rence was tested.9 .a t=ratio o.f 2a48 was found. Since9 for this 
table-9 a t=ratio of 2o35 was necessary for the 002 level of significance 9 
it was concluded tha. t, property ownership was a determining fact.or in re= 
la.tion to the effectiveness of school board memberso 
Table m presents the data for this fa.rater with the scores of ef.fec= 
tiveness divided into fourths. 
The presence o:f 18 icompa.ny towns'1 in Arizona» where the company owns 
all or most of the property» may haYe lessened the degree of relationship 
that might ordinarily exist between the effectiveness: of a. board member 
and this faetoro 
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TABLE XVI 
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
- Upper Third Second Lower 
Property Ownership Fourth Fourth Fourth Fou!..~ Total .. , 
3lo Above average for 
this community 
32= 
54 50 42 38 1S4 
330 Average or below for 
this community a~_! ___ J_3 ___ 41~ ____ 4,...6 ____ , __ :J-. . .4 .... L_. 
Totals 82 83 83 84 332 
Cooke29 found that the average property ownership of his best board 
members was almost double the average property o·wnership of the remainder 
of the board members in his studyo 
member 0s spouse was included for study because to the best of this inves= 
tigator I s knowledge this factor has never before been :i.nvestigated by an 
educatoro The classified data regarding a board member 0s effectiveness 
and respeiet for his spouse are presented in. Table XVII o 
The a.bove=eaverage class had twenty-ni.ne yery high sicores as compared 
with six very low scores9 and 124 members with scores of effectiveness 
above the mean as cc;ompared with forty=on.e members with score~ of effe©= 
ti veness below the meano 'rhe average or below class had thirteen v·ery 
high scores as compared with thirty eight very low scoresJ and fifty-nine 
members with scores of effectiveness above the mean as ©ompared wi'th 101 
members with scores of effectiveness below the meano 
29cooke~ Po 590 
TABLE XVII 
COMMUNITYDS RESPECT FOR MEMBER 0S SPOUSE 
.AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
. ---Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Ver;= 
52 
Communityas Respect for 
Member 0 :s Spouse High High Low 1~ Total_ 
340 Above average for this 
community 
* 3.5= 
36. Average or below for 
this community 
Totals 
95 
.JJ_ 4§ 
42 141 
35 6 165 
6'3 
.,. .. 5-,,•· m _).~ l_~Q~ 
98 42 .32,i!* 
Tc lasses 35 and .36 have been combined. ---------· •. -·-n·m 
*!~Eight omissions by respondents brought the total response for this 
factor to 325. 
The mean score of effe1Ctiveness for the abovEHavera.ge class was 424j 
and the mean score of effectiveness for the average or below class was 
362~ a diff.erence of sixty=two points" When the significance of this dif-
ference was tested 9 a t-ra:tio of 7. 75 was found. Since.I) for this table, 
a t=ratio of only 3.32 was necessary for the .001 level of signific.ance,, 
it was concluded that the community 0s respect, for memberns spouse was a 
determining factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
Table XVIII is in fourths and perm.its a second illustration of the 
data for this factor in tabular formo 
The above-average cl.ass had f'ifty=seven sc:ores i.n the upper fourth 
as compared with seventeen s~ores in the lower fourth,, and 113 scores in 
the upper half as compared with fifty=two scores in the lower halfo 
TABLE XVIII 
COMMUNITY'S RESPECT FOR MEMBER 8S SPOUSE 
AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness_ 
Upper Third Second Lower Communityos Respect for 
Mem.beros Spouse Fourth . Fourth Fourt,h Fou:r"th Total 
340 Above average for this 
community 
35= 
360 Average or below average 
for this community 
Totals 
57 56 
25 
82 80 
35 17 165 
46 160 
81 82 
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The average or below-average class had twenty=five scores in the upper 
fourth as compared with sixty=five scores in the lower four'thJ> and forty-
nine scores in the upper half as compared with 111 scores in the lower half. 
30 Number~ Memberu s Childreno Struble found that a board member as 
value grows in proportion to the number of children he has up to and includ-
ing four childreno Tqe classified data regarding a board memberus effec-. 
tiveness and the number of his children are presented in Table XIX. 
When the chi=square test of independence was applied to this table1 
a chi-square value of 6043 was foundo Sincei for this tableJ a chi-square 
value ef 12059 was necessary for the 005 level of significance!) it was 
concluded that the number of member 8s children was not a determining fac-
tor in relation to the effectiveness of school board memberso 
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TABLE XIX 
NUMBER OF MEMBERn S CHILDREN AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effect~s. 
Number of MemberHs Ver-;1 Very 
Children Low Low Total High High 
~
*37= 
380 Two ichildren or less 20 66 47 22 155 
390 Three or four children 19 66 41 14 140 
*40-
4L Fi.ve or more children 4 12 13 9 38 
Totals 43 144 101 45 333 
-JfLack of tally in classes 37 and 41 made combinations advisableo 
A second illustration of the classified data for this factor was 
gained by dividing the scores of effectiveness into fourths (permitting 
comparison of observed frequencies and the expe~ted one fou:rth)o 
TABLE XX 
NUMBER OF MEMBER u S CHILDREN AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
37-
Number of Memberns 
Children 
380 Two children or less 
390 Three or f'our children 
40= 
41~ Five or more children 
Totals 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Tot~~ 
34 40 44 37 155 
45 34 28 .33 140 
4 9 11 ~ 
8.3 83 83 84 .333 
The five or more children class had four scores in the upper fourth 
as compared with fourteen scores in the lower fourth 9 and thirteen scores 
in the upper half as compared with twenty=five scores in the lower halfo 
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Hoel and MeCracken31 found that havimg ehildre.n in school had a tendency 
to make a board member more effective. 
School Success .2f Member 0s Child.reno Sehool success of member's chil-
dren was included .for study because to the best of this investigator-us-
lmowledge this factor has never been studied before. The classified data 
regarding a. school beard member 1s effectiveness and the school success of 
his children are presented in Table XXI. 
TABLE m 
SCHOOL SUCCESS OF MEMBER u S CHILDREN AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
School Success of 
Memberv s Children 
42. Were (or are) successful 
at school 
*43-
44. Were (or are) average or 
unsuccessful at school 
Totals 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Ver:, Very 
High High ·1ow Law Total 
35 96 59 13 203 
6 42 41 31 120 
138 100 44 323** 
*Small tally in class 44 prompted its combination with class 43. 
**Ten omissions by respondents brought the total for this factor 
down to 323. 
The successful at school class had thirty-five very high scores as 
compared with thirteen very low scores, and 131 members with scores of 
effectiveness above the mean as compared with seventy-two members with 
scores of effectiveness below the mean. The average or unsuccessful at 
school class had six very high scores as compared with thirty-one very 
low scores. 
31Hoel and McCracken, p. 400 
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The mean score of effectiveness for the successful at school class 
was 4111 and the mean score of effectiveness for the average or unsuccess-
ful at school class was 365, a difference of forty-six points. When the 
significance of this difference was tested, a t-ratio of 5.37 was found. 
Since, for this table, at-ratio of only 3.32 was necessary for t he .001 
level of significance, it was concluded that school success of member's 
children was a determining factor in relation to the effectiveness of 
school board members. 
Table XXII is in fourths (permitting comparison of an observed cell 
frequency with the expected one fourth) and has been preps.red t o illus-
trate further the degree of relationship existing between this factor and 
a board member's effectiveness: 
42. 
43-
44. 
TABLE XXII 
SCHOOL SUCCESS OF MEMBER I S CHILDREN AND 
SCORF.S OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
School Success of Upper Third Second Lower 
Manber 1 s Children Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth 
Were (or are) unsuccess-
ful at school 65 54 52 32 
Were (or are) average or 
unsuccessful at school 15 27 28 50 
Totals 80 81 80 82 
Total 
203 
120 
323 
The successful at school class had sixty-five scores in the upper 
fourth as comps.red with thirty-two scores in the lower fourth, and 119 
scores in the upper half as compared with eighty-four scores in the lower 
half. The average or unsuccessful at school class had fift een scores in 
the upper fourth as compared with fifty scores i n the lower fourth a.nd 
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fifty-two scores in the upper half as compared with seveaty-eight scores 
in the lower half. 
Political Activity. Chancellor32 believed that politicians made poor 
board members. The classified data regarding a board member vs effective-
ness and his political activity are presented in Table XXIII. 
TABLE XXIII 
POLITICAL ACTIVITY AND SCORES OF EFFF.CTIVENESS 
Scores of Effecti veness 
Very Very 
Politi.cal Activity High High Low Low Total 
45. Has .a reputatioP as a 
politician 3 10 8 10 31 
46. Has a normal interest 
in politics 37 124 89 28 278 
47. Has less than normal 
interest in politics 3 10 ~ 7 ~ 
Totals 43 144 101 45 D3 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to the t able, 
a chi-square value of 18. 09 was found. Since, for this table, a chi-
square value of 16.81 was necessary for the .01 level of significance 9 
it was concluded that political activity was a determining factor in re-
lation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
The coefficient of contingency (testing relationship) for this table 
was .235 (.816 was maximum or unity for this calculation) . This was a 
positive relationship with the normal interest in politics class making 
better scores than the reputation as a politician class or t he less than 
32chancellor, p. 14. 
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normal interest in politics class. 
Table XXIV has the scores of effectiveness for t his factor divided 
into fourths and gives another illustration of .the classified datao 
TABLE xnv 
POLITICAL ACTIVITY AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Political Activity Fourth Fourth Fourt h Fourt.h TotaL 
45. Has a reputation as a 
politician 4 8 4 15 31 
46. Has a normal interest 
in politics 73 71 72 62 278 
47. Has less than normal 
interest in politics 6 4 'l '1 ~ 
Totals 83 83 83 84 333 
The normal interest in politics class made better scor es of eff ec-
t i veness than the other two classes. 
Cooke33 found that being active in politics was not associated wit h 
effectiveness as a school board member. It was Cubberl eyvs34 opi nion, in 
1916 , that politicians were undesirable as board members. The findings 
of this study do not disagree with the opi nion of Cubberley or the find-
ings of Cooke. 
Political Affiliation. Cubberley-35 believed that a progressive 
school board should be free from political. influences. The classified 
33 Cooke, p. 59 . 
34cubberley, p. 125. 
35Ibid. 
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data regarding a board member's effectiveness, and his political affilia-
tion, are presented in Table X:XV. 
TABLE Il.V 
POLITICAL AFFILIATION AND SCORES OF EFFF.cTIVENESS 
Political Affiliation 
48. Democrat 
49. Republican 
*50. Other 
Totals 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very 
High High . Low Low 
32 104 78 36 
10 31 21 8 
135 99 44 
*class 50 was dropped because only one member belonged. 
**Thirteen omissions by respondents brought the total for this 
factor down to 320. 
Total 
250 
70 
320** 
Table XX:V reveals a slightly better record of effectiveness for the 
Republicans. Th~ Republicans had a mean score of effectiveness of 398, 
and the Democrats had a mean score of effectiveness of 390, a difference 
of eight points. When the significance of this difference was tested, a 
t-ratio of .74 was found. Since, for this table, at-ratio of 1.97 was 
necessary for the .05 level of significance, it was concluded that politi-
cal affiliation was not a determining factor in relation to the effec-
tiveness of school board members. 
The evidence indicates that one's political affiliation has little 
or no association with one's effectiveness as a school board member. 
A second tabular illustration of the classified data for this factor 
was made possible by dividing the scores of effectiveness into fourths. 
Table XXVI presents the data in that form. 
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TABLE XXVI 
POLITICAL AFFILIATION AND SCORES OF EFF:&:TIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Political Affiliation Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
48. Democrat 59 64 62 65 250 
49. Republican 20 15 17 18 70 
Totals 79 79 79 83 320 
Fraternal. Affiliation. Cubberley-36 believed that progressive school 
boards should be free from fraternal influences. Table XXVII presents the 
classified data regarding a board member's effectiveness and his fraternal 
affiliation. 
TABLE XXVII 
FRATERNAL AFFILIATION AND SCORES OF EFF:&:TIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very Mean 
Fraternal Affiliation High High Low Low Score Total 
51. Knights of Columbus 0 2 2 4 250 8 
52. Odd Fellows 1 2 3 1 390 7 
53. Masons 13 38 30 9 399 90 
54. Other 5 10 7 4 399 26 
55. No fraternal affiliation 18 78 52 29 388 171 
Totals 37 130 94 47* 308** 
*An examination of the original data revealed that several members 
with low scores of effectiveness belonged to more than one order. This 
fact accounts for the very low column having a larger total than the 
very high column. 
**Twenty-five omissions by respondents brought this total down to 308. 
36cubberly, p. 125. 
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When the significance of the differences between the means was tested, 
an F-ratio of 5.62 was found. Since, for this table, an F-ratio of 4.75 
was all that was necessary for the .001 level of significance, it was con-
eluded that fraternal affiliation was a determining factor in relation to 
the effectiveness of school board members. 
In another search for significant differences between the means of 
any two classes (using the confidence interval technique), it was found 
that the Knights of Columbus differed from all other classes except the Odd 
Fellows (this difference was at the .05 level of significance), at the .01 
level of significance. 
Table XXVIII is in fourths (permitting comparison of an observed cell 
frequency with the expected one fourth) and has been prepared to illus-
trate further the degree of relationship existing between this factor and 
a board member's effectiveness. 
TABLE XXVIII 
FRATERNAL AFFILIATION AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Fraternal Affiliation Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
51. Knights of Columbus 0 1 1 5 7 
52. Odd Fellows 1 2 1 3 7 
53. Ma.sons 26 20 21 23 90 
54. Other 6 8 5 7 26 
55. No fraternal affiliation 38 44 47 49 178 
Totals 71 75 75 87 300 
The Knights of Columbus made the lowest scores among the classes. 
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Service Club Affiliation. Cooke37 found that best board members were 
active in service clubs. The classified data regarding a school board mem-
ber's effectiveness and his service club affiliation are presented in 
Table XXIX. 
TABLE XXIX 
SERVICE CLUB AFFILIATION AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very Mean 
Fraternal Affiliation Hi~h Hi~h Low Low Score Total 
56. Kiwanis 4 17 3 3 423 27 
57. Lions 6 24 13 2 412 45 
58. Rotary 13 22 19 7 398 61 
59. Other 4 10 13 2 395 29 
60. No service club 
affiliation 15 68 48 Jl 281 162 
Totals 42 141 96 45 324* 
*Nine omissions by respondents brought the total response for this 
factor down to 324. 
When the significance of the differences between means was tested, 
an F-ratio of 2.50 was found. Since, for this table, an F-ratio of 2.41 
was necessary for .05 level of significance, it was concluded that ser-
vice club affiliation was a determining factor in relation to the effec-
tiveness of school board members. 
In a search for significant differences between the means of any 
two classes, it was found that the Kiwanis class differed from the no 
service club affiliation class at the .05 level of significance. 
37 Cooke, p. 59. 
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Table XXX presents the scores of effectiveness in fourths, and this 
permits comparison of the observed cell frequency with the expected one 
fourth. 
TABLE XXX 
SERVICE CLUB AFFILIATION AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Service Club Affiliation Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
56. Kiwanis 12 8 1 6 27 
57. Lions 15 11 12 7 45 
58. Rotary 16 14 15 16 61 
59. Other 6 6 12 5 29 
60. No service club affiliation 31 43 40 48 162 
Totals 82 82 80 82 324 
Hoel and McCracken38 found an association between a school board mem-
ber 1s effectiveness and membership in service and civic clubs. 
Church Affiliation. Cubberley-39 believed that progressive school 
board members should be free from denominational influences. The classi-
fied data regarding a school board member's effectiveness and church 
affiliation are presented in Table XXXI. 
When the significance of the differences between means was tested, 
an F-ratio of 3.44 was found. Since, for this table, an F-ratio of 3.17 
was necessary for the .05 level of significance, it was concluded that 
38Hoel and McCracken, p. 41. 
39cubberley, p. 125. 
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church affiliation was a determining factor in relation to the effective-
ness of school board members. 
TABLE XXXI 
CHURCH AFFILIATION AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Church Affiliation 
61. Baptist 
62. Catholic 
63. Latter Day Saints 
64. Methodist 
65. Other 
66. No church affiliation 
Totals 
Very 
High 
11 
4 
2 
7 
13 
5 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Mean 
High Low Low Score 
16 
8 
17 
42 
37 
20 
140 
14 
6 
16 
27 
21 
14 
98 
2 
7 
9 
8 
8 
11 
45 
422 
357 
371 
399 
403 
382 
Total 
43 
25 
44 
84 
79 
50 
325* 
*Eight omissions by respondents brought the total response for this 
factor down to 325. 
In a search for significant differences between the means of any two 
classes (using the confidence interval technique), the following differ-
ences were found: The Baptists differed from both the Catholics and the 
Latter Day Saints at the .05 level of significance. 
Table XXXII is in fourths (permitting comparison of an observed cell 
frequency and the expected one fourth) and has been prepared to illus-
trate further the degree of relationship existing between this factor and 
a board member's effectiveness. 
The Baptists have eighteen scores in the upper fourth as compared 
with six scores in the lower fourth and twenty-six scores in the upper 
half as compared with seventeen scores in the lower half. 
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TABLE XIDI 
CHURCH AFFILIATION AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Church Affiliation Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
61. Baptist 18 8 11 6 43 
62. Catholic 6 5 3 11 25 
63. Latter Day Saints 5 11 10 18 44 
64. Methodist 18 22 27 17 84 
65. Other 25 21 16 17 79 
66. No church affiliation 10 12 14 14 50 
Totals 82 79 81 83 325 
At the other extreme, the Catholics have six scores in the upper 
fourth as compared with eleven scores in the lower fourth, and the Latter 
Day Saints have five scores in the upper fourth as compared with eighteen 
scores in the lower fourth. 
Religious Activity. Chancellor40 believed that preachers, priests, 
and extremists as a whole do not make good board members. The classified 
data regarding a school board member's effectiveness and his religious 
activity are presented in Table XXXIII. 
The non-partisan--normal interest class had thirty-five very high 
scores as compared with twenty very low scores and 141 scores above the 
mean as compared with eighty-five scores below the mean. 
40 Chancellor, p. 14. 
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TABLE XXIlII 
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Very Very Mean 
Religious Activity High High Low Low Score Tot al 
67. Overzealous and 
partisan 1 2 9 6 322 18 
68. Non-partisan--normal 
interest 35 106 65 20 407 226 
69. Less than normal 
interest 7 36 27 19 375 89 
Totals 43 144 101 45 333 
When the significance of the differences between means was tested, 
an F-ratio of 14.09 was found. Since, for this table, at-ratio of 7.15 
was all that was necessary for .001 level of significance, it was con-
eluded that religious activity was a determining factor in relation to the 
effectiveness of school board members. 
In another search for significant differences between any two means 
(using the confidence interval technique) it was found that (1) the non-
partisan--normal interest class differed from the overzealous and parti-
san class at the .01 level of significance, and (2) the non-partisan~ 
normal interest class differed from the less than normal interest class 
at the .05 level of significance. 
In Table XXIlV the scores of effectiveness are divided into fourths 
and this provides an opportunity for comparing observed frequencies for 
this factor with the expected one fourth. 
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TABLE XXXIV 
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Religious Activity Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
67. Overzealous and partisan 1 2 3 12 18 
68. Non-partisan--normal 
interest 69 57 55 45 226 
69. Less than normal interest 13 24 25 27 89 
Totals 83 84 83 84 333 
The overzealous and partisan class had one score in the upper fourth 
as compared with twelve scores in the lower fourth and three scores in 
the upper half as compared with fifteen scores in the lower half. 
Length of Residence in Community. Moehlman41 believes the electorate 
tends to support people who are well established in the community. The 
classified data regarding the effectiveness of school board members and 
the length of r esidence in the community are presented in Table .XXXV. 
The less than ten years class had twelve very high scores as compared 
with five very low scores and forty-one members whose scores of effec-
tiveness were above the mean as compared with twenty-one members whose 
scores of effectiveness were below the mean. The twenty years or more 
class had thirteen very high scores as compared with twenty-four very 
low scores. 
41 Moehlman, p. 217. 
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TABLE XXXV 
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN COMMUNITY AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Length of Residence Very Very 
in Community High High Low Low Total 
70. Less than ten years 12 29 16 5 62 
71. Ten to twenty years 18 50 36 16 120 
72. Twenty years or more 13 65 49 24 151 
Totals 43 144 101 45 333 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to this table, 
a chi-square value of 7.45 was found. Since, for this table, a chi-
square value of 12.59 was necessary for .05 level of significance, it was 
concluded that length of residence in the community was not a determining 
factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
Table XXXVI is in fourths (permitting comparison of an observed cell 
frequency with the expected one fourth) and has been prepared to illus-
trate further the degree of relationship existing between the effective-
ness of a board member and this factor. 
TABLE XXXVI 
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN COMMUNITY AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Length of Residence Upper Third Second Lower 
in Cornrnuni ty Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
70. Less than ten years 18 18 15 11 62 
71. Ten to twenty years 32 27 31 30 120 
72. Twenty years and more 33 38 37 43 151 
Totals 83 83 83 84 333 
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Length .2f. School Board Service. Struble42 believed that board members 
tend to become more conservative and less useful the longer they serve. 
The classified data on the effectiveness of school board members and the 
length of their school board service are presented in Table XXXVII. 
TABLE XXXVII 
LENGTH OF SCHOOL BOARD SERVICE AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Length of School Very Very 
Board Service High High Low Low Total 
73. Less than five years 18 67 50 26 161 
74. Five to ten years 18 52 36 16 122 
75. Ten years and more 7 25 15 3 50 
Totals 43 144 101 45 333 
The ten years and more class had seven very high scores as compared 
with three very low scores and thirty-two members whose scores of .effective-
ness were above the mean as compared with eighteen members whose scores 
of effectiveness were below the mean. 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to this table, 
a chi-square value of 4.34 was found. Since, for this table, a chi-square 
value of 12.59 was necessary for .05 level of significance, it was con-
eluded that length of school board service was not a determining factor 
in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
Table XXXVIII presents the scores of effectiveness divided into 
fourths and gives a second illustration of the data for this factor. 
42 Struble, p. 490 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
LENGTH OF SCHOOL BOARD SERVICE AND SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Length of School Upper· Third Second Lower 
Board Service Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
73. Less than five years 37 37 41 46 161 
74. Five to ten years 30 31 30 .31 122 
75. Ten years and more 16 15 12 7 50 
Totals 83 83 83 84 333 
In this tabulation the ten years and more class had sixteen scores 
in the upper fourth as compared with seven scores in the lower fourth and 
thirty-one scores in the upper half as compared with nineteen scores in 
the lower half• 
Barnhart43 found that board members with six or more years of board 
service were more effective. Hoel and McCracken44 found that their most 
valuable members had an average of 7.4 years of service on the board and 
that their least valuable members had an average of 4o7 years of service 
on the board. Cooke45 found that his best board members had more service 
on the board than his remainder. The median length of service for this 
study was 5.20 years. 
Summary 
The relationship of the effectiveness of school board members to 
43Barnhart, p. 33. 
44ifoel and McCracken, p. 4].. 
45cooke, p. 59. 
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certain socio-economic factors varied in degree from the .001 level of sig-
nificance to the .60 level of significance. 
Six factors showed statistical significance of differences existing 
at the .001 level of significance: (1) F.ducation (high scores of effec-
tiveness were associated with high educational attainment and low scores 
of effectiveness were associated with low educational attainment); (2) 
Family Income (higher scores of effectiveness were associated with above-
average family incomes and lower scores of effectiveness were associated 
with the average or below-average family incomes); (3) Comrnunityis Respect 
for Member's Spouse (above-average scores of effectiveness were associated 
with those members whose spouses rated above-average respect and average 
or below-average scores of effectiveness were associated with these members 
whose spouses rated average or below-average respect); (4) School Success 
of Member's Children (higher scores of effectiveness were associated with 
members whose children were successful at school and lower scores of ef-
fectiveness were associated with members whose children were average or 
unsuccessful at school); (5) Fraternal Affiliation (low scores of effec-
tiveness were associated with only one class, the Knights of Columbus); 
(6) Religious Activity (higher scores of effectiveness were associated 
with a normal interest in this area, and lower scores of effectiveness 
were associated with the overzealous and partisan and those with less 
than normal interest.) 
Two factors showed statistical significance of differences existing 
at the .01 level of significance: (1) Political Activity (higher scores 
of effectiveness were associated with normal interest in the area, and 
lower scores of effectiveness were associated with politicians and these 
with less than normal interest) and (2) Church Affiliation (the Baptists 
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had better scores, and the Catholics and Latter Day Saints had lower scores). 
Two factors showed differences existing at the .02 level of signifi-
cance: (1) Age (this was a negatj_ve relationship, with the younger members 
making better scores of effectiveness than the older members) and (2) 
Property Ownership (above average scores of effectiveness were associated 
with above-average property owners and average and below-average scores of 
effectiveness were associated with average or below-average property 
owners). 
One factor showed differences existing at the .05 level of signifi-
cance and it was Service Club Affiliation (higher scores were associated 
with the service club affiliate and lower scores with the unaffiliated). 
The remaining eight factors had varying degrees of association with 
effectiveness: (12) Occupation (.10 level of significance; lawyers and 
doctors made good scores); (13) Sex (.30 level of significance; females 
made better scores); (14) Length of Residence in Community (.30 level of 
significance; long-time residents made lower scores); (15) Number of Mem-
ber's Children (~40 level of significance; members with five or more 
children made lower scores); (16) Political Affiliation (.45 level of sig-
nificance; slight trend in favor of Republicans); (17) Teaching :Experience 
(.50 level of significance; apparently teaching experience does not make 
board members more effective); (18) Marital Status (.50 level of sig-
nificance; the never divorced were slightly more effective); (19) Length 
of School Board Service (~60 level of significance; the ten years or more 
class was slightly more effective). 
CHAPTER IV 
THE DIFFERENCES IN SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS EXISTI!ITG BETWEEN THE 
BOARD MEMBERS OF LARGE SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND THE BOARD 
MEMBERS OF SMALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THIS STUDY 
The purpose of this chapter is to determine the differences in scores 
of effectiveness existing between the board members of large school dis-
tricts and.the board members of .small school districts in this study. 
Some people speak in favor of the unity and neighborliness found ex-
isting within the school boards of small communities.1 Some believe that 
the very best people are attracted to the school board in the small com-
~unity.2 Others simply reason in numbers and state that the small commun-
ity elects the same number of school board members and has fewer people 
I 
from which to choose. This chapter hopes to remove some of the conjecture 
on this point. 
All school districts in Arizona with ten or more teachers were invited 
't;,o participate in this study. All members from scheol districts with a 
population of 7j500 or more people were assumed to be board members of 
iarge school districts, and all members from school districts with a popu-
lation of less than 7,500 were assumed to be board members of small school 
districts. 
Table XXXIX illustrates the differences in scores of effeetiveDess 
1B. Durbin,· ''In Defense of Small Town Boards, u School Executive, LII 
(~pvember, 1938), 22. 
2J. Burnham, 11Makeup of the Small Town School Board, 11 American School 
Botrd Journal, CV (August., 1942)j 37. 
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that existed between the board members of large sehool districts and the 
board members of small districts in this study: 
TABLE nnx 
BOARD MEMBERS OF LARGE SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SMAU. SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS AND THEIR SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Board Members of Large and Very Very 
Sm.all School Districts High High Low Low 
1. Board members of large 
school districts 23 50 30 7 
2o Board members of small 
school districts 20 94 71 38 
Totals 43 144 101 45 
Total 
110 
223 
333 
The board members of large school districts had twenty-three very 
high scores as compared with seven very low scores and eighty-three members 
with scores of effectiveness above the mean as compared with thirty-seven 
~embers with scores of effectiveness below the mean. The board members of 
small school districts had twenty very high scores as compared with thirty-
eight very low scores. 
The mean score of effectiveness for the board members of large school 
districts was 418, and the mean score of effectiveness for the board m.em-
pers of small school districts was 382, a difference of thirty-six points. 
When the significance of this difference was tested, at-ratio of 3.81 was 
found. Since, for this table, at-ratio of 3.32 was necessary for the 
.001 level of significance, it was concluded that a very significant di£-
ference existed between the mean scores of effectiveness of the board mem-
bers of large school districts and the board members of small school dis-
t:i;-icts. 
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Table XL presents the scores of effectiveness for this experiment in 
four ths and provides an opport unity for comparing observed frequencies with 
tbe expected one fourth: 
TABLE XL 
BOARD MEMBERS OF LARGE SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SMALL SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS AND THEIR SCORES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Scores of Effectiveness 
Board Members of Large and Upper Third Second Lower 
Small School Districts Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth Total 
1. Board members of large 
school districts 45 22 25 18 110 
2. Board members of small 
school districts 38 61 58 66 223 
Totals 83 83 83 84 333 
The board members of large school districts had fort y-five scores in 
the upper fourth as compared with eighteen scores in the lower fourth and 
sixty-seven scores in the upper half as compared with forty-three scores 
in the lower half. The board members of the small school dist ricts had 
t hirty-eight scores in the upper fourth as compared with sixty-six scores 
in the lower fourth and ninety-nine scores in the upper half as compared 
with 124 scores in the lower half. 
Hoel and McCracken3 found that the board members of larger districts 
(1) had a higher average educational attainment than the members of smaller 
districts, (2) were more open-minded than the members from smaller dis-
tricts, and (3) had longer tenure on t he school board than members from 
s~aller districts •. 
3c. E. Hoel and C. C. McCracken, "Traits and Qualifications of School 
Boaird Members in Ohio, 11 American School ~ Journal, CXXV (December, 
1927), 39-41. 
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Th~ National Education Association studY4 found 70-75 per cent of the 
school boards in districts with a population of 2,500 or more to be rated 
"distinctly above average;" whereas only twenty-eight per cent of the 
school boards in smaller districts rated "distinctly above average." 
Summary 
Using a school district population of 7,500 as the dividing line, 
this investigator found that there were 110 board members of large school 
districts and 223 board members of small districts in this study. The 
Qoard members of large school districts had a mean score of effectiveness 
of 418, and the board members of small school districts had a mean score 
of effectiveness of 382, a difference of thirty-six points. When the sig-
nificance 0£ this difference was tested, at-ratio was found that was sig-
~ificant at the .001 level of significance. 
~ational Education Association, Status and Practices of Boards of 
Educ~tion, Vol. XXIV, No. 2 (Washington, D. c:-;-1946), p. 7°5': 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study is to (1) report the socio-economic status 
of Arizona's school board members, (2) determine the relationship of the 
effectiveness of school board members to certain socio-economic factors, 
and (3) determine the differences in scores of effectiveness existing be-
tween the board members of large school districts and the board members 
of small school districts in this study. 
The data-gathering instrument had two parts: (1) the "Checklist For 
Board Members Socio-Economic Identity" and (2) the "Checklist For Board 
Members Effectiveness. " Thtts the data-gathering instrument provided that 
each of the 333 board members in this study had his own socio-economic 
ident ity and his own score of effectiveness associated together on his 
own individual return. The responding superintendents furnished all of 
the data for this study. The scores of effectiveness were divided into 
four categories: (1) Very High (higher than one standard deviation above 
the mean); (2) High (between the mean and one standard deviation above 
the mean); (3) Low (between the mean and one standard deviation below 
the mean); (4) Very Low (lower than one standard deviation below the 
mean). These four categories were cross-tabulated with the classes of 
the nineteen socio-economic factors in such manner as to associate the 
very high, high, low, and very low scores with their counterpart in the 
socio-economic classes (see Appendix C). The classified data provided by 
the tabulation permitted calculation of statistical significance of 
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differences (relationship) for each factor. The null hypothesis was assumed 
tenable in any case where the statistical significance of differences failed 
to reach the .05 level of significance. 
Summary 
Sex. The membership of this study was very predominantly male (91.9 
per cent). 
The mean scores of effectiveness for the female and the male re-
spectively was 411 and 393, a difference of eighteen points. When the 
significance of this difference was tested, at-ratio of 1.00 was found. 
Since for the sex table at-ratio of 1.97 was necessary for the .05 level 
of significance, it was concluded that sex was not a determining factor 
in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
~Age. The forty to fifty years of age class was largest (43.9 per 
cent), and the thirty to forty years of age class was next largest (34.5 
per cent). 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to the age 
table, a chi-square value of 20.81 was found. Since for the age table a 
chi-square value of 19.58 was necessary for the .02 level of significance, 
it was concluded that age was a determining factor in relation to the 
effectiveness of school board members. This was a negative relationship, 
with the younger members making better scores than the older members. 
The siXty years and over class made a good record, but the tally for the 
class was so little (18) that it had little effect on the result. 
Marital Status. All of the membership had married, and 91 per cent 
had never been divorced. 
The married and never divorced class had a mean score of effectiveness 
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of 394 as compared with a mean score of 381 for the divorced class, a dif-
ference of thirteen points. When the significance of this difference was 
tested, at-ratio of .69 was found. Since for the marital status table a 
t-ratio of 1.97 was necessary for the .05 level of significance, it was 
concluded that marital status was not a determining factor in relation to 
the effectiveness of school board members. 
# F.ducation. The great majority of the membership (82.3 per cent) had 
a high school diploma or above, and 26.7 per cent had a bachelor's degree 
or above. In 1946 approximately 25 per cent of the adult public had a 
high school diploma, and less than 4 per cent of the adult public had a 
bachelor's degree. 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to this table, 
a chi-square value of 28.54 was found. Since for the education table a 
chi-square of 22.50 was all that was necessary for the .001 level of sig-
nificance, it was concluded that education was a determining factor in 
relation to the effectiveness of school board members. This was a positive 
relationship, with the higher levels of educational attainment being 
associated with higher scores of effectiveness and the lower levels of 
educational attainment being associated with lower scores of effectiveness. 
Occupation. Proprietors, managers, and agriculturists made up 71.5 
per cent of the membership of this study. These same three occupations 
made up less than 20 per cent of the nation's major occupation group and 
a still smaller percentage of the people eligible for the school board 
office. 
The mean scores of effectiveness ranged from lawyers (438) and 
doctors (429) to clerical workers (330). When the significance of the 
mean differences was tested, an F-ratio of 1.68 was found. Since for 
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the occupation table an F-ratio of 1.91 was necessary for the .05 level of 
significance, it was concluded that occupation was not a determining factor 
in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
Teaching Experience. The vast majority of the membership (91.6 per 
cent) of this study did not have teaching experience. 
The mean score of effectiveness of the class with teaching experi-
ence was 385, and the mean score for the class without teaching experi-
ence was 395, a difference of ten points. When the significance of this 
difference was tested, at-ratio of .62 was found. Since for the teaching 
experience table at-ratio of 1.97 was necessary for the .05 level of sig-
nificance, it was concluded that teaching experience was not a determining 
factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
, Family Income. Most of Arizona's school board members came from the 
above-average income class (70.9 per cent), and a substantial number 
(28.2 per cent) came from the average income class. 
The above-average class had a mean score of effectiveness of 408, 
and the remainder had a mean score of 359, a difference of forty-nine 
points. When the significance of this difference was tested, at-ratio 
of 5.35 was found. Since for the family income table at-ratio of 3.32 
was all that was necessary for the .001 level of significance, it was con-
cluded that family income was a determining factor in relation to the 
effectiveness of school board members. 
Above-average family income was associated with above-average scores 
of effectiveness and the remainder was associated with average and below-
average scores of effectiveness. 
q Property Ownership. The above-average property owners were 55.4 
per cent of the membership, and the average property owners were 40.4 
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per cent of the .. membershipo 
The mean score of effecti-vene.ss of .. the. above-average property owners 
was 403, and the mean score for the remainder was J82,. a difference of 
twenty-one.pointso When the significance of this.difference was tested, 
at-ratio of 2o48 was found. Since for the. property ownership table a 
t-ratio of 2.35 was necessary for the .02 level of significance, it was 
concluded that property 0wnership was a determining.factor in relation to 
the effectiveness of school board members. 
The above-average property owners were associated with above-average 
scores of effectiveness and the remainder was associated with average and 
below-average scores of effectiveness. 
• Commun;Lty's Respect for Member's Spouse. The above-average respect 
class made up 50.8 per cent of the membership of this study, and the aver-
age respect class had 45. 5 per cent of the membershipo 
The mean score of effectiveness for the above-average class was ~4, 
and the mean score for the remainder was 362, a difference of sixty-two 
points. When the significance of this difference was tested, at-ratio 
of 7.75 was found. Since for this table at-ratio of 3.32 was all that 
was necessary for the .001 level of significance, it was concluded that 
the community's respect for the memQer 1s spouse was a determining factor 
in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
The above-average respect class was associated with above-average 
scores of effectiveness and the remainder was associated with average 
and below-average scores of effectiveness. 
Number of Member's Children. Only four members out of the 333 in 
in this study had no children. The one or two children class (45.4 per 
cent) and the three or four-children class (42 per cent) made up the 
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vast majority of the membership. 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to this table, 
a chi-square value of 6.43 was found. Since for this table a chi-square 
value of 12.59 was necessary for the .05 level of significance, it was 
concluded that the number of the member's children was not a determining 
factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
~ School Success of Member's Children. The successful at school class 
made up 62.9 per cent of the membership, and the average at school class 
made up 36.5 per cent of the membership. 
The mean score of effectiveness for the successful at school class 
was 411, and the mean score for the remainder was 365, a difference of 
f orty-six points. When the significance of this difference was tested, 
at-rat i o of 5.37 was found. Since for this table at-ratio of 3.32 was 
all that was necessary for the .001 level of significance, it was con-
cluded that the school success of the member's children was a determin-
ing factor in relation to the effectiveness of sch0ol board members. 
The successful at school class was associated with the better scores 
of effectiveness and the remainder was associated with lower scores of 
effectiveness. 
•Political Activity. The vast majority of the membership (83.5 per 
cent) had a normal i nterest in politics. Only 9.3 per cent were reputedly 
politicians, and 7.2 per cent reputedly had less than a normal interest 
in polit ies. 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to the political 
activity table, a chi-square value of 18.09 was found. Since for this 
table a chi -square value of 16 . 81 was all that was necessary for the . 01 
level of si ~ificanc e, i t was concluded that political activity was a 
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determining factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board mem-
bers. This relationship was po.sitive, with normal interest in .politics 
being asso.ciated with better scores of effeeti veness and the politicians 
and those with less than normal interest being associated with lower 
scores of sffeetiveness. 
Political Affiliation .. The Democrats (78 per cent of the meniQer-
ship) outnumbered the Re.publi.cans .. almost four to one. Only one member 
out of the 333 in the study was classified other than Democrat or Repub-
lican. 
The mean scores of effectiveness for the Democrats and the Republi-
cans were 390 and 398 respectively, a difference of eight points. When 
the significance of this difference was tested, at-ratio of .74 was 
found. Since for the political.affiliation table at-ratio 9f 1.97 was 
necessary for the .05 level of significance, it was concluded that po-
litical affiliation was not a determining factor in relation to the 
effectivenes.s of school board .members. 
b' Fraternal .. Affiliation. A majority of the members (57.8 per cent) 
had no fraternal affiliation. Among the fraternal orders only the Masons 
were well represented (29.2 per cent). 
The differences of the mean scores of effectiveness among the classes 
would not have been great except that the Knights of Columbus made poor 
scores of effectiveness. When the .significance of the differences be-
tween the .classes was tested, an F-ratio of 5.62 was found. Since for 
the fraternal affiliation table an F-ratio of 4.75 was all th~t was neces-
sary for the .001 level of significance, it was concluded that fratemaJ.. 
affiliation was a determining factor in relation to the effectiveness of 
school board members. 
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Service Club Affiliation... Exactly 50 per cent of the membership had 
no 'Semcce club affiliation. The service clubs with largest representa-
tion were: Rotary (18.8 per cent), Lie>ns (13.9 per cent), and Kiwanis 
(8.4 per cent). 
The mean scores of eff ecti vene.ss among the classes of this factor 
ranged from 423 to 381. When the significance of these mean differences .,-
was tested, an F~ratio .of 2.50 .was. found. Since for this table an F-ratio 
of 2.41 was .ne.c.essary for the .05 .level .. of .significance, it was concluded 
that servi.ce club affiliation was .a determining factor in relation to the 
effectiveness of school board .members. 
In a search fo.r significant differences between any two means, it 
was found that the Kiwanis class differed from the no service club affili-
ation class at the .05 le.vel of .significance. 
Service club affiliates .. made. slightly better scores of effectiveness 
than the unaffiliated. Kiwanians and Lions made the best sceres. 
" Church Affiliation. A substantial majority (84.6 per cent) were af-
filiated with ... some church. The churches with the. largest representation 
were: Methodist (.25.,9 per cent), Latter Day Saints (13 .• 5 per cent), and 
Baptist (13.2 per cent). 
The mean scores of effectiveness for the classes ranged from the 
Baptists (422) to the Catholics (357). When the significance of these 
mean differences .was tested, an F-ratio of 3.44 was found. Since for 
the church. affiliation table an F-ratio of 3.17 will qualify for the .01 
level of significance, it was concluded that church affiliation was a 
determining.factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
In another search for differ.enc es between any two means ( using the 
confidence.interval te.chnique), the investigator found that tl'.l,e Baptists 
( 
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differed from the Catholics and the Latter Day Saints at the .,05 level o.f 
significance. 
,, Religious Activity. A majority o.f the membership (67 .9 per cent) had 
a non-partisan--,.norm.al interest in this. area. A s.urprising 26. 7 per cent 
had less than normal interest in .religious activity, and 5.4 per cent were 
overzealous and partisan. 
The mean scores of effectiveness .for (1) the non-partisan--normal 
interest class, (2) the less than normal interest class, and (3) the over-
zealous and partisan class were 407, 375, and 322 respectively. When the 
significance of these differences was tested, an F-ratio of 14.09 was 
found. Since for the religious activity table an F-ratio of 7.15 will 
qualify for the .001 level of significance, it was concluded that religious 
activity was a determining factor in relation to the effectiveness of 
school boa.rd members. 
The non-partisan--normal interest class was associated with the better 
scores of effectiveness and the overzealous and partisan and the less than 
normal interest classes were associated with the lower scores of effec-
tiveness. 
Length of Residence in Comm.unity. A substantial majority (81.4 per 
cent) had resided in their home community more than ten years. Almost a 
half (45.4 per cent) had twenty or more years residence in their home 
community. 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to this table, 
a chi-square value of 7 .45 wa.s .. fo.und. Since .for this table a chi-square 
value of 12.59 was necessary for the .05 level of significance, it was 
concluded that length of residence in the community was not a determining 
factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
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Length of School Board Service. Most of ..the membership ( 85 per cent) 
had less t han ten years of board service . Almost a half (48.4 per cent) 
of the membership had less than five years service. 
When the chi-square test of independence was applied to this table, 
a chi-square value of 4.37 was found. Since for this table a chi-square 
value of 12.59 was required for the .05 level of significance, it was con-
cluded that length of school board service was not a determining factor in 
relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
1 The Differences in the Scores of Effectiveness Between the Board 
Members of~ Large School Districts and the Board Members of the Small 
School Districts in This Study. Using a school district population of 
7,500 as the dividing line, the investigator found 110 board members f rom 
large school-districts and 223 board members from small school districts 
in this study. 
The mean score of effectiveness for the members from the large school 
districts was 418, and the mean score of the members from the small school 
districts was 382, a difference of thirty-six points. When the signifi-
cance of this difference was tested, at-ratio of J.81 was found. Since 
for this table a ·t-ratio of 3.32 will qualify for the .001 level of sig-
nificance, it was concluded that size of school district was a dete:nnining 
factor in relation to the effectiveness of school board members. 
The board members from the large school districts were associated 
with better scores of effectiveness and the board members from the small 
school districts were associated with lower scores of effectiveness. 
Conclusions 
Regarding Status. The membership of this study for the most part 
ca.ine from a select socio-economic group. The membership, in general, had 
normal interests, participated in community activities in a normal manner, 
and affiliated themselves with worthwhile community organizations. The 
membership was above average in most respects and was successful in most 
of their endeavors. 
Regarding Relationships. At the .001 level of significance the ef-
fectiveness of school board members was concluded to be related to the 
following six socio-economic factors: (1) Education, (2) Family Income, 
(3) Community's Respect for Member's Spouse, (4) School Success of Member's 
Children, (5) Fraternal Affiliation, and (6) Religious Activity. 
At the .01 level of significance the effectiveness of school board 
members was concluded to be related to the following two socio-economic 
factors: (1) Political Activity and (2) Church Affiliation. 
At the .02 level of significance the effectiveness of school board 
members was concluded to be related to the following two socio-economic 
factors: (1) Age and (2) Property Ownership. 
At the .05 level of significance the effectiveness of school board 
members was concluded to be related to "Service Club Affiliation." 
The remaining eight factors studied were associated with effective-
ness in varying degrees of lesser significance as follows: (1) Occupation 
(.10 level), (2) Sex (.30 level), (3) Length of Residence in Community 
(.30 level), (4) Number of Member's Children (.40 level), (5) Political 
Affiliation (.45 level), (6) Teaching Experience (.50 level), (7) Marital 
status (.50 level), and (S) Length of School Board Service (.60 level). 
Regarding Differences in Effectiveness Between Members From Large 
Districts and Members From Small Districts. The 110 members from large 
districts had a mean score of effectiveness of 41S, and the 223 members 
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from small.district.s .had a .mean .. score of 382, a difference of thirty-six 
points. When the significance of .this.diff.erence was tested, it was ob-
served at the .001 .level .of significance •. Thus, it was concluded that 
differences in effectiveness did exist between the members from large dis-
tricts and the members from small districts. 
Recommendations 
Nominating .. committees and other groups who have the responsibility 
of proposing candidates for the school board could very well examine this 
study and .r:elated studies. Determination of the best methods for utilizing 
the conclusi.ons of this study and related studies would make a good prob-
lem for another investigation. 
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APPENDIX 11A" 
Dear Fellow Superintendent: 
A very few minutes of your time will help me work toward the 
solution of one of our comm.on professional problems. 
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This study hopes to identify to some extent the type of people 
who perform. best as board members and, conversely, who perform 
worst. The forms do not ~sk for names of people or schools and the 
study wilL.be .so conducted .that embarrassment cannot arise for 
anyone. The .study will be submitted to a midwestern institution 
and a general report of fi;ndings will be sent to all who furnish 
data. · 
You will note that Part One of the form requests you to check 
each of your.board m~bers through a socio-economic checklist. The 
information .sought.in.this checklist is relatively objective. Part 
Two of the form requests you to check.each of your board members 
through a checklist for effectiveness. You can give validity to 
this checklist by being as :i,mpersonal as human nature will permit. 
I shall. be very grateful if you will complete these forms and send 
them to me at your early convenience in the stamped and addressed 
envelope enclosed. 
Respectfully, 
W. F. Pittman, Superintendent 
Holbrook Public Schools 
Holbrook, Arizona 
APPENDIX 11B11 
Board Member # • . . . . . . 
Part One 
CHECKLIST FOR BOARD MEMBER'S SOCIO-F,CONOMIC IDENTITY 
Directions: You are asked to provide the followini information on the 
board member by placing checkmarks (VJ in the appropriate 
squares. • 
I. Sex (check one only) 
1. Male . . 
2. Female . . . 
• .t:J 
.o 
II. Age (check one only) 
3. Less than thirty years of age. 
4. Thirty to forty years of age 
5. Forty to fifty years of age •• 
6. Fifty to sixty years of age ••• 
7. Sixty years of age and older 
III. Marital Status (check one only) 
8. Married and never divorced . • 
9. Divorced and remarried . . . . . 
10. Widowed . . . . . . . . . . 
11. Never married . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. • . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. 
. 
. Cl 
. . tl 
.o 
0 
• • Cl 
. . 0 
0 
CJ 
. . CJ 
IV. Education (check one only • [J 
12. Less than eighth grade diploma ••••• Cl 
13. Eighth grade diploma, but less than high school diploma. Cl 
14. High School diploma, but less than bachelor's degree •• tJ 
15. Bachelor's degree and greater •••••••••••••• Cl 
V. Occupation (check one only) 
16. Agricultural (farming, ranching, etc.) • Cl 
17. Banker (bank officer with financial interest) • CJ 
18. Clerical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
19. Doctor (medicine or dentistry) • • • • • • • • D 
20. La-wyer • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . CJ 
21. Manager (of another's business). • •••••••• CJ 
22. Proprietor (of his own business) • • • • • • • • CJ 
23. Retired. • • • • • • • • • • •••• CJ 
24. Union protected employee • • • • • • • • ••• Cl 
25. Other (state which) • • • Cl 
VI. Teaching Experience (check one only) 
26. Was in the teaching profession at one time 
27. Was never in the teaching profession ••.• 
.. 0 
D 
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APPENDIX "B" ( Continued 
VII. Family Income (check one only) 
28. Above average for this community •• 
29. Average for this community ••• 
... a 
• • • 0 • • [J 
30. Below average for this community .o 
VIII. Property Ownership (check one only) 
31. Above average for this community D 
32. Average for this community •••• 
33. Below Average for this community . . . . . . 
.. 0 
• • D 
IX. Community's Respect For Member's Spouse (check one only) 
34. Above average for this community • • • • • • • D 
35. Average for this community. • • • • • • • • • • .D 
36. Below average for this community. • • • tJ 
X. Number of Member's Children (check one only) 
37. No children ••••••••••••• 
38. One or two children ••• 
39. Three or four chilcren. 
40. Five or six children ••••••• 
41. Seven or more children •• 
. . . . . 0 
0 
.o 
D 
.n 
XI. School Success of Member's Children (check one--if applicable) 
42. Were (or are) successful at school. • • C) 
43. Were (or are) average at school • • • • • ••• Cl 
44. Were (or are) unsuccessful at school •••• C]. 
XII. Political Activity (check one only) 
45. Has a reputation as a politician ••••• 
46. Has a normal interest in politics •••••• 
47. Has less than normal interest in politics 
XIII. Political Affiliation (check one only) 
48. Democrat ••••••••• 
49. Republican • • • • • • • • • • • • 
50. Other (state which) •••• 
XIV. Fraternal Affiliation (check one only) 
51. Knights of Columbus . . . . . 
52. Odd Fellows •••••• 
53. Masons •••.•••• 
54. other (state which) 
55. No fraternal affiliation. . . . 
XV. Service Club Affiliation (check one only) 
. . . 
. . . 
0 
.o 
• Cl 
.o 
.o 
. t] 
.0 
.o 
.o 
• CJ 
.o 
56. Kiwanis • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . D 
• • CJ 57. Lions •••••••• 
58. Rotary • • • • • • • 
59. Other (state which) ••• 
60. No service club affiliation 
. . 
. . . . . . Cl 
• .•• CJ 
•• 0 • 0 
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XVI. Church Affiliation (check one only) 
.. D 61. Baptist • • • • • • • • • 
62. Catholic •••••••••••••• . . . . . . . D . . . . . 
63. Latter Day Saints • • • • • 
64. Methodist • • • • • • • • • • 
65. Other (state which) 
66. No church affiliation •• 
0 . 
. . ,0 
• 0 • 0 
••• 0 • ,q 
XVII. Religious Activity ( check one only) 
. . . lo 67. Overzealous and partisan 
68. Non-partisan--normal interest •••• 
69. Less than normal interest •••••• 
. . . . . • 0 0 0 0 
.o 
XVIII. Length of Residence in Conununity (check one only) 
70. Less than ten years. • • • ••••••••• CJ 
71. Ten to twenty years. • • • • • CJ 
72. Twenty years or more • • • • • • • •••• t:l 
XIX. Length of School Board Service (check one only) D 
.. CJ 
.o 
73. Less than five years 
74. Five to ten years ••••••••••••••• 
75. Ten years and more 
PART 'IWO-C HECKLIST FOR BOARD MEMBER'S EFFECTIVENESS 
Directions: You are asked to judge the board member on the basis of his 
actual performance on each of the following items by indi-
cating his standing with a checkmark ( ) at the appropriate 
position on the scale. 
1. Recognizes superintendents as the school executive and supports him 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
2. Recognizes the nature and importance of his own legislative-appraisal 
capacity. 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
3. Plans for the future-has a prog·ressi ve outlook on district's problems 
•· Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
4. Has intelligence, judgment, common sense, and is open-minded 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
5. Represents all children--does not seek favors for family ~r friend 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
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6. Allows professional employees freedom and security, but holds them 
accountable for results 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
7. Believes in the best employees and facilities that the district can afford 
• Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
8. Enjoys being a board member, builds good will, absorbs criticism graciously 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
9. Is cooperative, courteous, tolerant, tactful, loyal, and confidential 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
10. Is free of undesirable affiliations (personal, business, religious, 
fraternal, or political) 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
11. Has an enthusiastic interest and belief in public schools and their 
worth 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
12. Has character and reputation--is honest and sincere 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
13. Has no prejudice--will not pledge his support for anything in advance 
I I a a I 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
14. Has a deep interest in the community as a whole 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
15. Has a high degree of effectiveness in general as a board member 
0 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
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APPENDIX "C II 
OFFICIAL TABULATION 
Very High Very Low 
X = Mean Average More Than Hi h Low Less Than _g 
S = Standard Deviation X+S X+S 1-s 1-s 
I. Sex ( check one only) 
1. Male 38 131 94 43 
2. Female 5 13 7 2 
II. Age (check one only) 
3. Less than thirty years of age 2 1 4 0 
4. Thirty to forty years of age 18 48 33 16 
5. Forty to fifty years of age 14 74 37 21. 
6 . Fifty to sixty years of age 5 11 24 7 
7. Sixty years of age and older 4 10 3 1 
III. Marital Status (check one only) 
8. Married and never divorced 37 132 92 42, 
9. Divorced and remarried 3 6 7 2 
10. Widowed 3 6 2 1 
11. Never married 0 0 0 0 
IV. Education (check one only) 
12. Less than eighth grade diploma 2 4 5 2 
13. Eighth grade diploma, but less 
than high school diploma 6 6 19 15 
14. High school diploma, but less 
than bachelor's degree 21 83 59 22 
15. Bachelor ' s degree and greater 14 41 18 6 
V. Occupation (check one only) 
16. Agricultural,(farming, 
ranching , etc . ) 13 35 27 12 
17. Banker (b ank officer with 
financial interest) 0 2 2 1 
18. Clerical 0 4 2 2 
19. Doctor (medicine or dentistry) 2 4 3 0 
20. Lawyer 2 6 2 0 
21. Manager (of another ' s business) 2 21 11 5 
22. Proprietor ( of his own 
business) 10 56 35 10 
23. Retired 1 1 0 1 
24. Union protected employee 3 8 9 6 
25. other (state which) 5 11 9 8 
VI. Teaching Experience (check one only) 
26. Was in the teaching profes-
sion at one time 1 16 8 3 
27. Was never in the teaching 
profession 42 128 92 42 
:APPENDIX 11C11 ( Continued) 
OFFICIAL TABULATION (Continued) 
Very High X = Mean Average More Than H!gh 
X+S X+S S = Standard. "Deviation 
VII. Family Income (check one only) 
28. Above average for this 
community 
29. Average for this community 
JO. Below average for this 
community 
VIII. Property Ownership (check one only) 
35 
8 
0 
31. Above average for this community 27 
32. Average for this community 16 
33. Below average for this community 0 
IX. Communityis Respect for Member's 
Spouse (check one only) 
34. Above average for this community 29 
35. Average for this community 13 
J6. Below average for this community 0 
X. Number of Member's Children 
(check one only) 
37. No children 1 
38. One or two children 19 
39. Three or four children 19 
40. Five or six children 3 
41. Seven or more children 1 
XI. School Success of Member's Children 
(check one~-if applicable) 
42. Were (or are) successful at 
school 35 
43. Were (or are) average at 
school 6 
44. Were ·(or are) unsuccessful at 
school 0 
III. Political Activity (check one 
only) 
45. Hae a reputation as a politician 3 
46. Hae a normal interest in politics 37 
47. Has less than nonnal interest 
in politics 3 
XIII . Political Affiliation (check 
one only) 
48. Democrat 32 
49. Republican 10 
50. Other (state which) 1 
113 
30 
1 
86 
52 
5 
95 
46 
0 
2 
64 
66 
9 
3 
96 
42 
0 
10 
124 
10 
104 
31 
0 
102 
Very Low 
fow Less Than 
.X-S X-S 
69 
31 
l 
53 
45 
4 
35 
59 
4 
1 
46 
41 
11 
2 
59 
41 
0 
8 
89 
4 
78 
21 
0 
19 
25 
l 
19 
21 
5 
6 
30 
8 
0 
22 
14 
5 
4 
13 
29 
2 
10 
28 
7 
36 
8 
0 
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APPENDIX ncn (Continued) 
OFFICIAL TABULATION (Continued) 
Very High Very Low 
X = Mean Average More Than fi!gh 1,ow Less Than 
S = Standard Deviation X+S X+S X-S x.-s 
XIV. Fraternal Affiliation (check 
one only) 
51. Knights of Columbus 0 2 2 4 
52. Odd Fellows 1 2 3 1 
53. Masons 13 38 30 9 
54. Other (state which) 5 10 7 4 
55. No fraternal affiliation 18 78 52 29 
XV. Service Club Affiliation (check 
one only) 
56. Kiwanis 4 17 3 3 
57. Lions 6 24 13 2 
58. Rotary 13 22 19 7 
59. Other (state which) 4 10 13 2 
60. No service club affiliation 15 68 48 31 
XVI. Church Affiliation (check one 
only) 
61. Baptist 11 16 14 2 
62. Catholic 4 8 6 7 
63. Latter Day Saints 2 17 16 9 
64. Methodist 7 42 27 8 
65. Other (state which) 1.3 37 21 8 
66. No church affiliation 5 20 14 11 
XVII. Religious Activity ( check one 
only) 
67. Overzealous and partisan 1 2 9 6 
68. Non-partisan- -normal interest .35 106 65 20 
69. Less than normal interest 7 .36 27 19 
XVIII. Length of Residence in ComDlU?lity 
(check one only) 
70. Less than ten years 12 29 16 5 
71. Ten to twenty years 18 50 .36 16 
72. Twenty years or more 13 65 49 24 
XIX. Length of School Board Service 
(check one only) 
73. Less than five years lS 67 50 26 
74. Five to ten years 18 52 .36 16 7;. Ten years and more 7 25 15 3 
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TABULATION BY FOURTHS 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth 
I. Sex (check one only) 
1. Male 76 72 79 79 
2. Female 7 11 4 5 
II. Age (check one only) 
3. Less than thirty years of age 2 1 2 2 
4. Thirty to forty years of age 29 24 31 31 
5. Forty to fifty years of age 41 43 26 36 
6. Fifty to sixty years of age 5 9 20 13 
7. Sixty years of age and older 6 6 4 2 
III. Marital Status (cheek one only) 
8. Married and never divorced 75 74 78 76 
9. Divorced and remarried 5 3 4 6 
10. Widowed 3 6 1 2 
11. Never married 0 0 0 0 
IV. Education (check one only) 
12. Less than eighth grade diploma 2 4 4 3 
13. Eighth grade diploma, but less 
than high school diploma 7 5 12 22 
14. High school diploma, but less 
than bachelor's -degree !+0 48 50 47 
15. Bachelor' s degree and greater 34 26 17 12 
V. Occupation (check one only) 
16. Agricultural (farming, nanching, 
etc. ) 21 24 20 22 
17. Banker (bank officer wi. th 
financial. interest) 0 1 3 1 
18. Clerical 0 3 2 3 
19. Doctor (medicine or dentistry) 5 1 2 1 
20. Lawyer 5 3 1 1 
21. Manager (of another's business) 10 7 13 9 
22. Proprietor (of his awn business) 28 28 31 24 
23. Retired 1 1 0 1 
24. Union protected employee 4 7 5 10 
25. Other (state which) 9 7 5 12 
VI . Teaching Experience (check one only) 
26 . Was in the teaching profession 
at one time 5 12 4 7 
27. Was never in the teaching profession 7S 71 78 77 
VII. Family Income (check one only) 
28. Above average for this community 71 61 60 44 
29. Average for this community 12 21 23 38 
30. Below average for this community 0 l 0 2 
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TABULATION BY FOURTHS (Continued) 
Upper Third Second Lower 
Fourth Fourth Fourt h Fourth 
VIII. Property Ownership (check one only) 
31. Above average for this community 54 50 42 38 
32. Average for this community 28 29 37 40 
33. Below average for this community 0 4 4 6 
IX. Community's Respect for Memb.er' s 
Spouse (check one only) 
34. Above average for this community 57 56 35 17 
35. Average for this conununity 25 24 43 56 
36. Below average for this community 0 0 3 9 
x. Number of Member 's Children 
(c™'ek one only) 
37. No children 1 1 1 1 
38. One or two children 3J 39 43 36 
39. Three or four children 45 34 28 33 
40. Five or six children .3 7 9 9 
41. Seven or more children 1 2 2 5 
XI. School Success of Member's Children 
(check one--if applicable) 
42. Were ~or are) successful at school 65 54 52 .32 
4.3. Were or are) average at school 15 27 28 48 
44. Were (or are) unsuccessful at school 0 0 0 2 
XII. Political Activity (check one only) 
45. Has a reputation as a politician 4 8 4 15 
46. Has a normal interest in politics 7.3 71 72 62 
47. Has less than normal interest 
in politics 6 4 7 7 
XIII. Political Affiliation (check one 
only) 
48. Democrat 59 64 62 65 
49. Republican 20 15 17 19 
50, Other (state which) l 0 0 0 
XIV. Fraternal Affiliation (eheok one 
only) 
51. Knights of Columbus 0 1 l 5 
;2. Odd Fellows l 2 l 3 
53. Masons 26 20 21 23 
54. Other (state which) 6 a ; 7 SS. No fraternal affiliation 3a 44 47 49 
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TABULATION BY FOURTHS (Continued) 
""' Upper Third Second Lower 
Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth 
XVo Service Club Affiliation (check 
one only) 
56. Kiwanis 12 8 l 6 
570 Lions 15 11 12 7 
580 Rotary 16 14 15 16 
59. Other (state which) 6 6 12 5 
60. No service club affiliation .31 43 40 48 
XVL Church Affiliation (check one only) 
61. Baptist 18 8 11 6 
62. Catholic 6 5 3 11 
6.30 Latter Day Saints 5 11 10 18 
64. Methodist 18 22 27 17 
65. Other (state which) 25 21 16 17 
66. No church .affiliation 10 12 14 J.A. 
XVIIo Religious Activity (cheek one only) 
67. Overzealous and partisan l 2 3 12 
68. Non-partisan--normaJ. interest 69 57 55 45 
69. Less than.normal interest 13 24 25 27 
XVIII. Length .of Residence in Community 
70. Less than ten years 18 18 15 11 
71. Ten to twenty years 32 27 31 30 
72. Twenty years or more 3.3 .38 37 43 
XIX. Length of School Board Service 
(check one only) 
73. Less than five years 37 37 41 46 
74. Five to ten years 30 31 :30 .31 
750 Ten years and more 16 15 12 7 
APPENDIX "E" 
KEY OF WEIGHTED VALUES 
To be Applied to 
PART TWO-CH:mKLIST FOR BOARD MEMBER'S EFFECTIVENESS 
To gain board member's effectiveness score 
1. Recognizes superintendent as the school executive and supports him. 
64 48 32 16 O 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
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2o Recognizes the nature and importance of his own legislative- apprai sal 
capacity. 
60 45 30 15 O 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferi or 
3. Plans for the future--has a progressive outlook on district' s probl ems. 
48 36 24 12 O 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
4o Has intelligence, judgment, common sense and is open minded. 
48 36 24 12 0 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
5o Represents all children--does not seek favors for family or f ri ends . 
36 27 18 9 O 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferi or 
60 Allows professional employees freedom and security j but holds them 
accountable for resultso 
36 27 18 9 0 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
7. Believes in the best employees and .facilities that the dist r ict can 
afford. 
32 24 16 8 0 
I I 
Superior Good Average F'air ! nter:for -
8. Enjoys being a good board member, builds good will, absorbs criticism 
graciously. 
32 24 16 8 0 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
9. I s cooper~tive, courteous, tolerant, tactful, loyal and confi dential. 
32 24 16 8 O 
~uperior Good Average Fair Inferior 
APPENDIX 11E" (Continued) 
19. Is free of undesirable affiliations (personal, business, religious., 
fraternal or political). 
28 21 14 7 0 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
11. Has an enthusiastic interest and belief in public schools and their 
worth. 
28 21 14 7 0 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
12. Has character and reputation--is honest and sincere. 
24 18 12 6 0 
I 
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Superior Good Average Fair Inferior-
1.3. Has no prejudice-will not pledge his support for anything i:n advance. 
16 12 8 4 0 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
14. Has a deep interest in the comnunity as a whole. 
16 12 8 l 0 
I t I I a 
Supe:dcSr ocma Average FE:!' Inf'IM~!" 
15. Has a high degree of effectiveness in general as a board member. 
500 .37; 250 12; 0 
I I 
Superior Good Average Fair Inferior 
;oo Possible Points 
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